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Asean’s new
tech tigers
Redefining the regional future

Growth opportunities in Asean beckon millennials to create
mini-empires powered by technology, creating new services
and jobs. Regional integration helps but more needs to be done.
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Data Digest

Asean digital integration
The digital revolution is still in early days in Asean. However,
the region has much to gain by laying the foundation for the
digital economy to power and accelerate intraregional trade and
growth, which will enable Asean businesses to compete at home
and overseas. Digital integration could deliver a US$1 trillion rise
(S$1.38 trillion) in GDP in Asean by 2025.

Getting there will mean broadband coverage needs to
improve in rural areas, advanced digital tools need to become
more affordable for SMEs and member states will need to
accelerate and coordinate their initiatives. The results could
be dramatic: Asean businesses would have the opportunity to
leapfrog those in other major economies.

Asean’s digital economy is only 7% of its GDP

US 35%

China 16%

ASEAN 7%
Asean’s digital integration can bring

US$ 1 trillion
uplift in GDP by 2025
SMEs can power Asean’s
digital integration

However, SMEs face many
barriers to adopt digital today

SMEs’ contribution to Asean’s economy

L

99%

of enterprise

16%
of SMEs use
digital to its
full potential

57%

25%

40%

40%

say logistics and export
processes inhibit
cross-border trade

say lack of payment options
is the key hurdle for online
cross-border sales

83%

of employment

50%
of GDP

75%

of SMEs see digital
integration as an
opportunity

say they do not
have the necessary
digital skills

say it is challenging to
navigate digital regulations
and start a business

This data is adapted from Bain & Company's September 2018 report titled Advancing Towards Asean Digital Integration.
Read our cover story on technology-led startups making headway in Asean, on page 4.
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Asean’s
tech tigers
seek new
conquests
Millennials are creating tech-led
startups as regional economies
grow and integration deepens.
Still there’s much to be done.
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Asia News
Network Editor
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DUSTIN ONGHANSENG, 35, AND BRIAN LIN, 32,
met at the Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology and realised that they shared a problem:
allergies and asthma attacks in their dorm rooms
and school buildings were preventing them from
pursuing their passion for technology, health and
the environment.
The two skipped classes (though they eventually
completed their course) and decided to focus on
mitigating their problem that they saw afflicting
several others.
uHoo was born in 2014 in Singapore.
Their venture is dedicated to providing people
with technology to understand the air they breathe
and empower them with knowledge to create a
healthier home and workplace.
They came up with devices that use sensors to
track particulate matter and chemicals in the air
and send that information to the uHoo mobile app.
Once the air quality hits unhealthy levels, the app
sends out alerts and tips on how to improve the air
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Turning problems
into opportunities.
Chasing their
market insights
and persevering.
That’s the mantra
of hundreds
of technology
enthusiasts
who are turning
entrepreneurs.

they breathe at home or in the office.
The company raised a seven-figure sum in
September to take their venture further.
In 2012, Kevin Mintaraga, who is 33 now, and
his fiance were shopping for their big day when he
realised just how difficult a task it could be.
Though he was doing well in internet marketing
at the time, it did not stop him from setting up
Bridestory two years later to connect couples
planning to get married with wedding vendors
across the region.
The venture now has 20,000 vendors on its
platform, gets 700,000 visits every month and
Mintaraga has offices in Indonesia, Singapore and
the Philippines.
And he has branched out to launch Parentstory,
which connects parents to places offering activities
for children in their cities.
Turning problems into opportunities. Chasing
their market insights and persevering. That’s the
mantra of hundreds of technology enthusiasts who

Technology
adoption
in Asean is
relatively
lower which
means both
opportunity
and challenges.
If more
investments in
people could be
made, it would
help and people
could lead
healthier lives.
Dustin
Onghanseng, 35,
CEO and Cofounder, uHoo
Asthma and allergy
problems encouraged
him to team up with
his classmate Brian
Lin, 32 to launch
uHoo, a venture that
sells devices to track
particulate matter
and chemicals in the
air, in homes and work
spaces.
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This region has big opportunity.
But its diversity is a challenge.
The needs of both customers and
vendors differ from country to
country. But destination weddings
is on the rise. so there is much
potential.
Kevin Mintaraga, 33,
CEO, Bridestory & Parentstory
Problems with finding wedding vendors for
his own marriage encouraged him to set up
Bridestory, an app linking wedding suppliers to
potential customers in 2014. Encouraged by its
success, he has launched Parentstory, that allows
parents to search for kids’ activities.
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are turning entrepreneurs to resolve issues that they
see improving and impacting the lives of thousands
of other people, beyond borders.
Many of them are millennials, who leave the
security of jobs in the corporate world to step out
and join thousands of their Gen X seniors who have
already made their mark and paved the way to create
enabling environments for millennials to thrive.
Growth, optimism about the future of regional
economies and efforts to integrate the 10 Asean
countries are feeding into the buzz about starting
start-ups in the region.
“Asean is forecast to become the fourth-largest
economy in the world by 2030, after the US, China
and the EU,” Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong said
in his opening address to the 50th Asean Economic
Ministers’ meeting in Singapore in August (see next
story).
“Sixty per cent of our population is under 35 years
old – a growing, educated and young workforce, and
an emerging middle class. And Asean is projected
to continue to grow,” he noted.
“GDP growth has averaged 5.4 per cent in recent
years, well above the global norm. It is projected to
grow around this rate for the next five years. Four of
the fastest-growing economies in the world belong
to Asean. So Asean’s potential is clear,” he added.
Those who realise this and have launched their
own ventures in South-east Asia are confident that
they have made the right choice.
One of them is Francesca Chia, 30, co-founder
of GoGet Malaysia, which helps individuals and
companies run errands and promises shorter
delivery times. Her business is powered by an ondemand workforce.
There are several benefits, she said at the
World Economic Forum on Asean held in Hanoi
in September.
Small businesses get to reduce costs, individuals
get their goods faster and there are jobs being
created for several people those who are not
employed, she said.

Asean is full of
opportunities to
improve the norm and
to improve society.
Francesca Chia, 30,
Co-founder, GoGet Malaysia
Dropped her work with Boston
Consulting Group as a consultant, to
launch Go-Get – a digital marketplace
for on-demand deliveries for
individuals, SMEs as well as corporate
entities, powered by freelance
runners.

It encourages inclusiveness in society too, she
added.
“Asean is full of opportunities to improve the
norm and to improve society,” she told The Straits
Times in an e-mail interview.
“There are more opportunities for industries and
societies to leapfrog through a development stage
and come out more efficient faster.
“As a start-up from Malaysia, we are in a
stronger position to expand across Asean due to
our experience of serving a culturally diverse user
base,” she said.
There are many other outfits like Ms Chia’s that
are eyeing neighbouring markets.
One of them is Bridestory, which wants to expand
to Thailand and Vietnam.
Malaysia-based Tripfez Travel, which is focused
on catering to the global Muslim traveller, is among
those which believe that the region’s potential is
simply waiting to be explored.
CEO Faeez Fadhlillah said the region sits at the
heart of technological advances and this is helpful
for entrepreneurs like him in the travel business
as people now want to travel.
“I think Asean has huge potential in terms of
growth,” he said.
Asia, he said, has a 22 per cent share of global
Muslim travel spending and employs more than half
the 2.3 million people holding jobs in the tourism
industry worldwide.
In the coming years, Thailand and Singapore are
set to take a major share of inbound Muslim travel
spending and that is why Asean will see strong
growth in this sector, he told The Straits Times.
What also helps is that regional integration has
been progressing steadily. The Asian Development
Bank, in its latest Asean Economic Integration

Report 2018, says South-east Asia has the highest
degree of integration among sub-regions, for a
sample period it studied. (see chart).
The total number of start-ups in this region is
difficult to estimate but a 2016 report by Google
and Temasek on the evolution of the region’s digital
economy by 2025 estimates that there are 7,000
start-ups in South-east Asia, 80 per cent of which
are based in Singapore, Indonesia and Vietnam.

Integration across Asia
South-east Asia has the highest degree of
integration among subregions
South-east Asia
Central Asia
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Figure shows Asia-Pacific Regional Cooperation and
Integration Index for Asia Subregions.
NOTE: The Index combines 26 indicators categorised into
six regional cooperation and integration dimensions:
value chains, (iv) infrastructure and connectivity, (v) movement
of people, and (vi) institutional and social integration. The
Source: PARK AND CLAVERIA (2018A), Asian Economic
Integration Report 2018, Asian Development Bank
STRAITS TIMES GRAPHICS
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And, based on the report’s projection, this
number is set to rise – significantly.
The report said that South-east Asia’s digital
market would grow to more than U$200 billion
(S$275 billion) by 2025, which would be more than
six times its value of US$31 billion in 2015.
Much of the growth would be in e-commerce,
which would witness a 16-times increase to US$88
billion, online travel (estimated to grow four times
to US$90 billion) and online media, such as gaming
and advertising, which will likely grow five times
to US$20 billion.
Several other sectors will also witness a boom
in the coming years, among them education,
entertainment, financial services and healthcare.
Given the potential, it should not be surprising
that Asean already boasts at least 10 unicorns, or
start ups valued at over US$1 billion.
The list includes transportation company Grab,
gaming peripherals company Razer and game startup venture Sea in Singapore, according to start-up
Web site Techsauce.

Asean should adopt
similar principles like
the European Union.
Especially, free movement
of capital within Asean, as
a conglomerate of member
states, would help a lot.
Faeez Fadhlillah, 32,
CEO and Co-founder, Tripfez
Travel during university days
encouraged him to venture into the
global Muslim tourism market, to help
and encourage others like him to
travel as well.
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In Indonesia, besides ride-hailing company GoJek, the other unicorns are e-commerce platform
Tokopedia, travel platform Traveloka and Indonesian
online marketplace Bukalapak.
Vietnam has VNG Corporation, which is into
online gaming while Revolution Precrafted from
the Philippines, which is into luxury prefabricated
homes, makes the list and there is also e-commerce
venture Lazada, which has a strong presence in
several countries in this region.
The phenomenon is reflective of a trend
happening elsewhere in Asia as well, particularly
in China, and the rest of the world. In fact, the
pace of growth in Asia, in terms of the increasing
number of entrepreneurs, is beginning to match
that of the US, says the 2018 report by Startup
Genome, a US-based firm that tracks and assists
startups (see sidebar).
Realising the value that start-ups create, in an
era of significant disruption to jobs, governments
are going all out to promote innovation and
entrepreneurship by setting up special zones
for startups, making funding easy and creating
opportunities for people to reskill themselves.
Take a look at some insights from the Startup
Genome report:
 Singapore is determined to maintain its
position as one of the strongest and most diverse
start-up ecosystems globally and the government
continues to keep its commitment to keep the R&D
spendings at 1 per cent of GDP.
The city has been the frontrunner of the
fintech space in Asia for the past decade and the
Monetary Authority of Singapore has set aside
US$225 million for fintech development over
five years.
 Kuala Lumpur is making investments
to spur Smart Cities development.
Malaysia has recruited China’s tech
pioneer Jack Ma as its digital economy
adviser and is working with his company
Alibaba to bring Smart Cities technology to
Kuala Lumpur.
 Manila, on the other hand, which
is witnessing a boom in micro, small
and medium enterprises, is developing

Concentration of venture capital
funding in start-ups by region
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Start-ups
East catches up with West
The world is witnessing the third wave of
the Internet revolution and Asia is gaining
prominence as the map of entrepreneurship
changes globally, says the latest report by
US based Startup Genome, that monitors and
assists start-ups.
The US and Silicon Valley are still the top
value creators but their dominance is not as
sharp as it once was.
The share of funding going to the AsiaPacific grew while the share to the US declined.
And in 2017, venture-capital funding for startups in the US compared to the Asia-Pacific was
even, with each accounting for 42 per cent of
investment value.
Much of this is happening because of China.
In 2014, only 13.9 per cent of current unicorns
were from China but in 2017 and 2018, that
number has grown to 35 per cent. For the
United States, this has declined from 61.1 per
cent to 41.3 per cent.
Also, in terms of patent production, of the 10
countries with the biggest growth, eight are in
Asia, says the report.
While the first wave of the revolution was
carried out by companies like Case’s AOL, which
built the foundations of the Internet, the second
has been dominated by Google an Facebook
around social media, says the report.
The third wave will bring these developments
and learnings to the “real world” into specific
industry verticals.

its strengths in Enterprise Solutions, Artificial
Intelligence and Machine Learning.
Still, there is a general realisation that, while
the region offers amazing potential, there is a long
way to go before mini Silicon Valleys appear across
South-east Asia.
Consultancies, for one, are encouraging further
digital integration (see page 1).
Speaking at the recent WEF meet in Hanoi, Rajan
Anandan, managing director (South-east Asia and
India) for Google, reiterated the immense potential
for the region.
The digital economy as a percentage of the overall
GDP for Asean is 7 per cent while it is 16 per cent for
China and 35 per cent for the United States, he said.
“We need one integrated digital economy, with
free flow of data across countries, seamless data, for
goods and services to move across these countries.”
And that seems the immediate challenge that
Asean must tackle.
“I think to succeed as a business in Asean and
as an economic union, Asean should adopt similar
principles like the European Union, said Mr Faeez
of Tripfez. “Especially a free movement of capital
within Asean as a conglomerate of member states
would help a lot.
“If you currently set up branches in different
member states, it is very difficult to consolidate
the earnings, as there are very high taxes (in some
countries) on capital transfers. It is a barrier to
doing business in this region and to expand to other
countries within Asean,” he noted.
“Another aspect that would help tremendously is
to ease employment of Asean talent across borders,”
he added.
UK-based Winnow Solutions, which has
technology to reduce food waste and has set up
an office in Singapore, is another company eyeing
the region.
Maxime Pourrat, the company’s managing
director, Asia Pacific, says flying around the region
to grow his business takes up alot of time. Having
more efficient airports across the region would help
as well as investing in people who would enable
language barriers to be overcome. Alongside,
regulations that encourage companies to track food
waste would be encouraging.
“It is a sustainability issue,” he said.
Onghanseng, of uHoo, meanwhile, highlighted
the importance of stable Internet connections across
the region, that would help ventures such as his.
Hence, governments need to invest in Internet
technology, just as they are investing in transportation
and improving their education systems.
Also, investors need to have the mindset that
they are putting in money not for short-term profit
but for the long term.
“That is a problem here, unlike in the West,” he
said. “Investments are often made to make money,
not to invest in the future,” he told The Straits
Times.
The writer is Editor, ST Asia Report

Entrepreneurs
like to bring
order to chaos
and there is
so much that
governments
can do to
empower
startups and
attract talent.
Maxime Pourrat,
34, Managing
Director, APAC,
Winnow
The UK-based startup, founded by former
McKinsey consultant
Marc Zornes in 2013,
has developed smart
kitchen technology
that helps commercial
kitchens reduce food
waste.
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Working for an ‘innovative
and resilient’ Asean
LEE HSIEN LOONG

The rules-based
multilateral
trading system,
which has
underpinned
Asean’s growth
and prosperity,
is under
pressure. At
the same time,
each Asean
member state
is subjected to
different pulls
and pressures
from the bigger
powers. In these
circumstances,
all the more
members must
stay united
and strive to
maintain our
cohesion and
effectiveness.

ASEAN WAS ESTABLISHED 51 YEARS AGO, WITH
peace and prosperity as its founding principles. Southeast Asia at that time was a troubled and unstable
region, rife with hostilities and confrontation. The
original five members – Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand – came together
to form a regional platform so as to put this history
behind them, build trust among themselves, and
bring about peace and stability in the region. That
way, each country could focus on its own nation
building, and improve its peoples’ lives.

While Asean’s
potential is clear, much
needs to be done to
strengthen regional
economic cooperation
and integration
ST ILLUSTRATION: MANNY FRANCISCO
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Over the next decade, Asean progressively
achieved this initial objective. It was a political
objective. Asean expanded its focus to economic
cooperation, so that member states would not
only prosper alone, but thrive together. From the
late 1970s, economic cooperation and integration
became an important part of Asean’s agenda.
Eventually, economic cooperation became a key
pillar that underpinned Asean’s success and
cohesion. With stronger linkages came mutual
economic interdependence and benefit. It gave
members greater incentive to work together, which
further reinforced peace.
It took some time for economic cooperation to
gain traction. The five founding members adopted
the Asean Preferential Trading Agreements (PTAs)

Singapore Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong (9th from L) poses with the Asean economic and trade ministers at the opening
of 50th Asean Economic Ministers (AEM) Meeting and Related Meetings in Singapore on Aug 29, 2018. PHOTO: AFP

in 1977. But because the member states’ economies
were at different stages of development, and had
had very different historical experiences, we
naturally held different views about whether and
how to liberalise trade among ourselves. Economic
integration therefore took a little longer. But over
time, as our economies developed, perspectives
on these issues evolved, and we took further steps
towards deeper economic integration and openness.
Supply chains became more intertwined, markets
became more open, and countries encouraged more
foreign direct investments in one another.
In 1992, Asean Members, which had grown to
six by then, signed the Framework Agreement on
Enhancing Asean Economic Cooperation. This was
a landmark agreement covering five broad areas
of cooperation. Trade; Industry, Minerals and
Energy; Finance and Banking; Food, Agriculture and
Forestry; and Transportation and Communications.
In the same year, we launched the Asean Free Trade
Area (AFTA), which was a major milestone in our
economic cooperation.
Thus over half a century, Asean has brought
peace and growth to South-east Asia, transforming
the lives of 630 million people. The Asean Economic
Community (AEC) is one of the more successful
economic groupings in the world, and a prime
example of how a united Asean is much larger
than the sum of its parts. Asean is forecast to
become the fourth-largest economy in the world
by 2030, after the US, China and the EU. 60 per
cent of our population is under 35 years old – a
growing, educated and young workforce, and an
emerging middle class. And Asean is projected to
continue to grow. GDP growth has averaged 5.4 per
cent in recent years, well above the global norm. It
is projected to grow around this rate for the next

five years. Four of the fastest growing economies
in the world belong to Asean.
So Asean’s potential is clear. But for this potential
to be fully realised, we must continue to strengthen
regional economic cooperation and integration. All
of us are concerned about the growing geopolitical
uncertainties. Trade tensions between the US and
our other Dialogue Partners including China, the
EU and Canada have escalated. The rules-based
multilateral trading system, which has underpinned
Asean’s growth and prosperity, is under pressure.
At the same time, each Asean member state is
subjected to different pulls and pressures from the
bigger powers. In these circumstances, all the more
members must stay united and strive to maintain
our cohesion and effectiveness.
It is therefore important that we press on with
regional economic integration and fully implement
the AEC Blueprint 2025. This will enable Asean
businesses to operate more seamlessly across the
region, and make our companies, and economies,
more competitive globally. We must also continue
to support an open and inclusive multilateral
system, and work with like-minded partners to
deepen cooperation. An open and economically
integrated Asean will be a more attractive and
valuable partner to the other economies. To date,
Asean has concluded six Free Trade Agreements
(FTAs) with seven of our key trading partners,
namely Australia and New Zealand, China, India,
Korea, Japan and Hong Kong. Asean has also exerted
significant effort to make progress on the Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP).
The RCEP builds upon the existing five Asean
Plus One FTAs to strengthen economic linkages,
and enhance trade and investment flows. It will be
the world’s largest trading bloc, covering a third of

RCEP will be the
world’s largest
trading bloc,
covering a third
of the world’s
gross domestic
product (GDP),
bringing
tangible
benefits to our
people and our
partners. Of
course, given
the diversity
of RCEP’s
members, we all
have to make
trade-offs and
compromises.
But we should
weigh these
against the
significant
strategic and
economic value
of the RCEP.
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the world’s gross domestic product (GDP), bringing
tangible benefits to our people and our partners.
Of course, given the diversity of RCEP’s members,
we all have to make trade-offs and compromises.
But we should weigh these against the significant
strategic and economic value of the RCEP. The RCEP
will be an important signal to the world that Asean
Members, and our partners, place high value on
free trade, regional integration and international
cooperation.
The RCEP negotiations have continued for some
time, and have now reached a critical stage. After a
great deal of work, the possibility of substantively
concluding the RCEP negotiations is finally in sight.
I encourage RCEP countries to take a long-term view,
to keep up the momentum, to engage constructively
and with maximum flexibility, so that we can deliver
a high quality RCEP Agreement this year.
Singapore’s Asean Chairmanship has focused
on the themes of “Resilience” and “Innovation”. We
hope to foster practical steps which promote Asean’s
growth and integration. Through innovation and

technology, we can bring Asean economies and
cities closer together. We have formed the Asean
Smart Cities Network, with 26 participating cities.
The Network held its inaugural meeting last month.
Singapore hopes that the Network will establish a
common framework for smart city development
in Asean, and work out city-specific action plans
and innovative projects that will improve the lives
of our peoples.
That ultimately is the goal of every Asean
government – to improve the lives of our 630 million
people. Given the diversity of our economies and
development levels, it is vital for Asean to identify
and advance shared interests and goals. So let us
all work hand-in-hand to make our vision of an
“innovative and resilient Asean” a reality for all
of us.
The writer is the Prime Minister of Singapore. This article
is adapted from his remarks at the opening ceremony
of the 50th Asean Economic Ministers meeting on 29th
August, 2018.

Singapore reshapes tie-ups with newer Asean members
TAN HUI YEE
Indochina Bureau Chief
In Hanoi

tanhy@sph.com.sg
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Training centres in region
being revamped in plan to
widen aid offerings
It is muggy in downtown Hanoi but the air is buzzing
on the fourth floor of an office block called Pacific
Place. Young civil servants stride into a space filled
with warm wood and deep hues, some sinking
into splayed-leg armchairs and others gravitating
towards a tiled bar counter.
They are the first group of participants to be
trained in the Vietnam-Singapore Cooperation
Centre, which opened in September. It used to be
called the Vietnam-Singapore Training Centre until
it was revamped under a larger plan to widen the
type of aid Singapore offers to Vietnam, Cambodia,
Laos and Myanmar, to help them close the gap with
their more developed Asean neighbours.
Singapore, which runs classroom-based training
centres for civil servants in Hanoi, Phnom Penh,
Vientiane and Yangon, has so far finished renovating
and reconfiguring the centres in Hanoi and Phnom
Penh.
As these cheery, modular spaces put together
by students from the Temasek Polytechnic School
of Design come on stream, more room for different
types of activities, as well as collaboration with
Singapore or international entities, has opened up.
The Singapore Government, for example, is
talking to the European Union about jointly building
capacity in the region in creating sustainable cities
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and preparing for climate change. The Singapore Red
Cross is looking into how it can conduct training on
disaster response and preparedness in these centres.
According to Singapore’s Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, the Singapore International Foundation is
mulling over launching community and volunteer
projects there, while Lien Aid has indicated interest
in using the Cambodia-Singapore Cooperation
Centre as a base for its water projects in the country.
A peek into the Hanoi centre gives an idea of
the wealth of new possibilities. Gone are large
tables that used to pack the training rooms. Chairs
with foldaway tables now occupy a glass-walled
classroom, which can be expanded or contracted
with a sliding panel.
In the administrators’ section, a floor-to-ceiling
mural depicts Singapore icons such as Changi
Airport, the dragon-motif playground and even the
Electronic Road Pricing gantry. Next to it is a room
with empty cubicles and chairs that can be used by
partner organisations in future projects.
Said Mr Truong Quoc Hung, deputy directorgeneral of the Institute for Legislative Studies at
Vietnam’s National Assembly Standing Committee,
during a visit in September: “It looks very
professional, a very good place to learn.”
Two years ago, he took a course on public
speaking and presentation skills at the former
centre, and was impressed with the trainer’s
effective, straightforward style.
These centres have come a long way. In 2000,
then Singapore Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong

launched the Initiative for Asean Integration (IAI),
aimed at marshalling resources within Asean and
from Asean’s international partners to help the four
newer members catch up with their six neighbours
in the bloc.
Under the IAI, India has given scholarships to
students from these four countries, for example,
while Thailand has conducted a training course
on post-harvest technology for agricultural
commodities.
For its part, Singapore opened training centres in
Hanoi, Phnom Penh, Vientiane and Yangon, offering
a regular calendar of classroom-style courses for civil
servants and tailoring them according to discussions
with host governments. As each country developed,
its requests evolved.
Singapore Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong
announced the upgrade of the centres in Vietnam,
Cambodia and Laos at the opening of the Asean
Foreign Ministers’ meeting in August, saying this
will expand the range of technical assistance “and
offer new modalities for capacity building that go
beyond classroom training”. Singapore’s Ambassador
to Vietnam, Ms Catherine Wong, said: “In the early
days, a lot of the courses (in Vietnam) were actually
English language and that was probably reflective
of the fact that it was a time when the Vietnamese
economy was just opening up to the world.”
Now, the popular courses are those focused
on policy. “It tends to be things like how do you
run an airport efficiently, for instance, and now,
increasingly, even issues like how do you deal with
corruption, how do you organise your civil service,
how do you train your public servants,” said Ms
Wong.
Dr Nguyen Vu Tung, president of the Diplomatic
Academy of Vietnam, says the Hanoi training centre
“is one of the few programmes that have been
sustained in Vietnam on a regular basis”.
“The need for training and retraining is constant,”
he told The Straits Times, adding that he thought
lessons on urban management and environmental
protection were increasingly important.
While Singapore tries to meet host countries’
requests and needs, there are also limits to what
can be translated into a course.
Said Ms Wong: “Certain areas, I don’t think are
teachable.” She added: “For instance, they always
ask questions about civil service salaries – how do
you structure civil service salaries? And it’s very
hard for us to tell them this kind of information
because it’s not really that applicable.”
She said: “At the end of the day you need to
decide what is your market pay and what are you
willing to pay in terms of matching the market to
attract good people.”
More than 38,000 people in Myanmar, Laos,
Vietnam and Cambodia have attended courses at
the training centres so far.
Mr Vu Ho, director-general of the Asean section
in Vietnam’s Foreign Ministry, recalls his surprise at

the lack of an elaborate opening ceremony – as is
common in his home country – when he attended
a course on English for negotiation in 2003. “My
first impression was ‘efficiency’... There was no
ceremony – we just sat in and joined the class,” he
said, breaking into laughter.
“Singapore has one of the best courses, I can
tell you. In a sense, Singapore understands what
we need... And we understand each other more
than someone from, let’s say, the United States or
United Kingdom.”
The trainers involved include retired diplomats
such as Ms Margaret Liang, who represented
Singapore at multilateral trade negotiations in the
1980s and 1990s.
“I’m still very passionate about the World Trade
Organisation and all of this, having spent umpteen
years in negotiations,” she said, during a break in her
course on trade agreements. “What I do is try to raise
their level of understanding and then impart my
practical insights that you don’t read in textbooks.
It’s been good. I enjoy this.”
One of her course participants, Ms Hoang
Ngoc Oanh, a deputy head of department at the
Vietnam Industry and Trade Information Centre,
is considering applying for a scholarship to study
at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy in
Singapore. “There is a saying – a relationship is
not where you find the happiness, it’s where you
share the happiness,” she said. “And I can see the
relationship between Singapore and other countries,
including Vietnam.”
The sharing takes place on different levels.
Mr Benedict Cheong, chief executive of Temasek
Foundation International, is looking forward
to the cross-fertilisation of ideas when various
organisations begin to use the new cooperation
centres for their activities.
“It’s an opportunity to interact and learn,” he
said during a recent visit to Bangkok.

Vietnamese civil servants
taking a break during
a course at the new
Vietnam-Singapore
Cooperation Centre in
Hanoi in September.
ST PHOTO: TAN HUI YEE
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Thinking Aloud

Helping Asean stay relevant
for its 630m people
Efforts throughout Singapore’s chairmanship year could help
region navigate global uncertainty.
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MANY IN SOUTH-EAST ASIA WOULD BE FAMILIAR
with Bangkok, a throbbing metropolis of over eight
million people and the capital of Thailand.
Fewer would have heard of cities like Battambang
in Cambodia, population 200,000, or Banyuwangi
in Indonesia, population 160,000.
But all three are part of a partnership of Smart
Cities across Asean, a key initiative of Singapore
in its year as chairman of the regional grouping.
The Asean Smart Cities Network has just got
off the ground but arguably, it has the potential to
transform the region for years to come – including
by bridging the gap between cities big and small.
By leveraging digital technology to create new
opportunities for entrepreneurship and growth, the
network should also help lift incomes and narrow
the grouping’s rural-urban divide as well as the
development gap between its older and newer states.
As the Republic’s chairmanship year draws to a
close, and leaders from Asean countries and their key
partners gather here for their annual year-end summit
in November, the smart cities network stands out as
one of several achievements that illustrate why – and
how – the grouping continues to remain relevant to
630 million people in South-east Asia, and plays a
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larger-than-often-recognised role in shaping its future.
When Asean’s five founding members got
together in 1967, more than three-quarters of
their people lived in rural areas. Today, about half
the region’s population live in urban areas, and the
proportion is set to grow steadily.
A concept paper on the smart cities network
notes that 90 million more people are set to urbanise
by 2030. “Middleweight” cities of between 200,000
and two million residents are forecast to drive 40
per cent of the region’s growth.
This has implications for a range of issues from
congestion to air and water quality and rising inequality.
But collaborating on a wider scale and tapping
technology will allow cities and countries to better
tackle these challenges – and help ensure no one
is left behind.
Banyuwangi, for instance, has proposed a “smart
kampung” to enable residents in its surrounding
villages to sell their products online and better
access public services.
A total of 26 cities – including Bandar Seri
Begawan, Davao City, Hanoi, Johor Baru, Luang
Prabang, Mandalay and Singapore – are on the initial
list of members.
They will be twinned with partners from the private
sector – an innovative move to tap external funding
from the early stages of planning – or with cities from
partners outside South-east Asia, steps that could
shorten the learning curve significantly.
“Strategically, if this idea succeeds, it will contribute
to a more integrated Asean, socially, economically and
politically,” Ms Moe Thuzar of the Asean Studies Centre
at Iseas – Yusof Ishak Institute wrote earlier this year.
She sees the smart cities network as more than an
encapsulation of Singapore’s theme for its chairmanship
year – resilience and innovation, saying: “It is one of
the first steps by Asean to prepare for the future of
regional cooperation in a global environment where
digital technology informs and influences the way
people live, work, and conduct their daily transactions.”
Such a network is only possible because Asean
has, over the past decade and a half, worked to draw
its economies closer together to form an Asean
Economic Community.
Today, trade in goods across the region is largely
tariff-free, and non-tariff barriers have been reduced

progressively, benefiting businesses and consumers
and spurring trade and investment.
Asean is the world’s sixth-largest economy, with a
combined gross domestic product of US$2.8 trillion
(S$3.8 trillion). By 2030, this figure is projected to more
than double, making Asean the world’s fourth-largest
economy, after the United States, China and Japan.
And efforts are under way to encourage greater
connectivity – from marketing Asean as a single
investment and tourism destination to reducing
mobile roaming charges in other Asean countries
and facilitating e-commerce and e-payments
throughout the region.
These initiatives to strengthen economic
integration cannot be seen in isolation from the
wider shift in global mood towards protectionism
and away from multilateralism.
And wider cooperation in the political and security
field signals why a multilateral approach is key.
The Bali bomb blasts of 2002 and the ongoing
disruption of terror plots are reminders of the clear
and present danger terrorism poses to the region
and its economy. Yet information-sharing among
members has not been perfect, enabling foreign
terrorist fighters to slip across borders undetected.
It took the siege of Marawi City by Islamic State in
Iraq and Syria supporters last year, a stark reminder
of the region’s shortcomings in arresting the threat,
to galvanise Indonesia, the Philippines and four other
Asean members – Singapore, Brunei, Malaysia and
Thailand – to launch the “Our Eyes” initiative to better
share intelligence and information on extremist
activity to prevent such incidents recurring.
The South China Sea, another flashpoint, was
considerably calmer this year as well, as Asean
countries and China continued to seek consensus on
a code of conduct to guide behaviour in the disputed
waters. China and several Asean members – Brunei,
Malaysia, the Philippines and Vietnam – claim parts
of the South China Sea, and have sought to keep
tensions in check and manage occasional incidents
amid concerns over the militarisation of maritime
features in previous years.
Restraint and perseverance all round enabled
Asean and China to reach agreement on a single
text to negotiate the code and to agree on “key
modalities” for future talks ahead of a meeting of
Asean foreign ministers in July.
This single draft negotiating text will, of course, be
edited and updated continually. But as China’s Foreign
Minister Wang Yi noted: “Past progress has shown
that China and Asean countries have the ability to
maintain peace and stability in the South China Sea,
and have the wisdom to arrive at a set of regional rules
of conduct that we all will observe.”
In recent years, both sides have also adopted a set
of protocols to prevent skirmishes at sea – the Code
for Unplanned Encounters at Sea, and opened hotlines
between foreign ministries for maritime emergencies.
The overriding imperative is to manage
disagreements so they don’t spiral and affect the

broader calm in the relationship between Asean and
its largest trading partner. As Foreign Minister Vivian
Balakrishnan put it: “Where there are disagreements
from time to time, the key is to seek out common
ground, focus on practical cooperation, and resolve
differences peacefully and in the spirit of goodwill.”
A similar motivation to find ways to work together
– rather than be at odds with one another – spurred
Asean defence ministers to meet their partners from
outside the region annually, and to adopt the world’s
first multilateral air protocol – somewhat like a code of
conduct when military aircraft encounter one another.
These Guidelines for Air Military Encounters will keep
the region’s increasingly busy skies safe for aircraft.
This year also saw the first Asean-China maritime
exercise in October, and the announcement of
an Asean-US maritime exercise next year. As
Defence Minister Ng Eng Hen noted recently, more
interactions between military officials help build
trust and confidence to deal with more complicated
issues, from major power rivalry to the nuclear threat.
“It is essential to build these personal ties that can
prove very useful to de-escalate tensions and prevent
miscalculations,” he said.
Smart cities and the broad range of security
cooperation are but two examples of how regional
integration and collaboration can create an
environment for Asean members to prosper.
But no less important are efforts in emerging areas
such as cyber security and climate change.
This year saw Asean ministers agreeing to work
towards a rules-based international framework for
cyberspace, and Singapore leading efforts to deepen
the region’s cyber capabilities and enhance its ability
to respond to emerging global cyberthreats.
In combating climate change, Singapore has
offered to share data, know-how and assistance on
mitigation efforts, flood management and disasterrisk insurance, among others.
Energy ministers meeting late in October also
committed to greater adoption of renewable energy,
among other things.
Extreme weather and rising sea levels are here
to stay.
Technological disruption is set to upend more
jobs in the region as much as it creates promising
new opportunities.
And geopolitical rivalry and uncertainty are also
likely to be more pronounced in the years to come.
Issues such as human rights abuses and migrant
workers’ welfare are also concerns that cannot be
wished away, and solutions must be found for them.
Still, the various efforts Asean is embarking on,
if sustained and updated, will help the grouping
stay relevant to its people – and ensure a peoplecentred Asean.
But no less important is the political commitment
of its leaders to stay united and ensure that the
region itself stays committed to development and
dialogue, and not be distracted or divided by broader
geopolitical pulls.
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rising sea levels
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disruption is
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more jobs in the
region as much
as it creates
promising new
opportunities.
And geopolitical
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uncertainty
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in the years
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By Invitation

The promise of integrating
infrastructures
Infrastructures facilitate
commerce and contribute to
the economic well-being of
the regions linked. But trust
is a key factor.

FRANK-JÜRGEN
RICHTER

they developed along their safe roads across Europe,
even to a joining with the Chinese Silk Road.
We thus come to perhaps the globe’s greatest
potential for development – the modern Belt and
Road (B&R) concept that links via roads and railways
from China into Europe; via shipping routes also
to Europe and to Africa, South America and the
Caribbean; and via the Ice Silk Road, fostering
development in the Arctic region. Thus agreements,
such as the Asean-China pact, which reduce most
trade tariffs to zero, portend benefits for the
economies of all concerned.
It takes some years for the cash-flows into
initiatives like the B&R to generate results – physical
structures have to be built and, importantly, staffed
with enthusiastic people to drive the concept
forward.
A case in point is the Chinese inland border
“port” of Horgos (known as Khorgos in Kazakhstan).
At this town, one rail route from China to Europe
passes from one nation to another. The exchange
is quite complex as the rail gauge changes from

PERHAPS THE LANDMARK AGREEMENT IN
2010 between Asean and China promoting a freetrade region inspired further thoughts on how to
extend trade more flexibly. It is conceivable that this
stimulated the Belt and Road initiative introduced
by China’s President Xi Jinping in September 2013
while on a visit to Kazakhstan – a programme he
reiterated in Indonesia the following month.
One might suggest that he was inspired by
Emperor Gaozu, head of the Han dynasty and
founder of the original Silk Road which flourished
from 130BC to the mid-1400s, and by the Roman
Emperors who would come to cherish the commerce

The writer is founder and
chairman of Horasis, a global
visions community, which hosts
the Horasis Asia Meeting in
Binh Duong New City, Vietnam,
on Nov 25-26. The integration
of infrastructures across Asia
is one of the themes to be
discussed.
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“standard” in China to “broad” – following the
former Russian influence – so the train’s track
widths have to be completely modified. And two
office and rule systems have to be conjoined.
All this is rather formal and, after some
negotiations relatively easy to enact, the difficult
task is to learn about the other side’s cultural
differences and natural ways of working and to
learn to trust the other party.
A contract is easy to draw up with the help of
lawyers but to get it to work smoothly, and to avoid
all the little niggles, needs people to talk and to
trust – which takes time.
This new inland “port” is working well and its
throughput is increasing annually, implying that
one branch of the B&R is working well.
That Horgos is working also implies that the
wider infrastructure supporting the development
of the B&R is also working.
Entrepreneurs have pressing needs once their
innovation is proved to be valid.
They need to find buyers, to contact them and
to discuss and arrange delivery contracts (perhaps
by a rail or truck link over the B&R).
One of the infrastructure easements agreed
recently has been the TIR (Transports Internationaux
Routiers or International Road Transport) accords
set in place originally by the UN Economic
Commission in 1975.
A TIR permit allows trucks to pass through
international border checks without hindrance or
inspections of goods and drivers.

There is an initial inspection when paperwork
is involved but the truck is then free to roll – a
2018 accord allows TIR trucking from China into
Switzerland with goods tracing and tracking by the
Internet. This is yet another instance of the broader
infrastructures needed to support international
trade.
Another vital infrastructure is the financial one
– linking entrepreneurs to venture capital, banks,
payments transaction systems and so on.
All these aspects are usually hidden when one
makes a purchase from Alibaba or other online
vendor – it is the magic of infrastructure that allows
merchants to create efficient links for their goods
to be delivered in a timely fashion.
Thus, a Chinese innovator has to arrange venture
capital – more than would be needed decades ago
which may have been gathered from friends and
family.
Now, rapidly ramping up production to meet
the millions of items to be offered to the Chinese
middle-class market and the extra millions to
the world-at-large demands serious money; and
manufacturing capacity has to be arranged – not
just a garage, as it were – such capacity building
needs supply chains and a myriad of contracts: all
under the easement of the Internet infrastructures.
Trade
facilitation
is
multi-sector,
multidimensional, and multi-institutional so
challenges still remain to solve the “soft” aspects.
It is inevitable that some news items blow into
a flurry of reports, many copied from one source to
another without fundamental checks on veracity –
but, usually, yesterday’s news is of no interest and
the stories fade away.
We thus forget the many changes that China has
made for the good of its people and for humanity
in general.
We all take for granted its transport
infrastructures and the attendant safety links
enabled along the railways and roads to allow tracing
and tracking – so letting clients know delivery times,
and intermediaries like the port of Singapore to
know when a container ship will berth to deliver
and to pick up goods: seemingly simple hidden
infrastructures, but vital.
We forget the millions of Chinese people who
were lifted from poverty and who now contribute
to their family’s well-being and to the economy
as a whole.
We take for granted that better education has
supported China’s innovative thrusts in medicine,
town development and in space exploration –
indeed across the whole spectrum of human needs.
Thus, media reporting, using the spectrum of
China’s infrastructures has focused on news but
often has forgotten to report on the “ordinary”
successes of the infrastructures that promise better
support for all our lives.
Infrastructures matter, but so do people.

It takes some
years for the
cash-flows
into initiatives
like the B&R to
generate results
– physical
structures have
to be built and,
importantly,
staffed with
enthusiastic
people to drive
the concept
forward.

A woman poses for a photo
on the Kazakh side of the
China-Kazakhstan Horgos
International Border
Cooperation Center (ICBC),
in Khorgos. This new
inland “port” is working
well and its throughput is
increasing annually.
PHOTO: REUTERS
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Trade Watch

Aiming to create
the world’s biggest
free trade pact
Concluding the Regional
Comprehensive Economic
Partnership negotiations
is key to restoring faith in
multilateral trade

PHOTO: BLOOMBERG
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SANCHITA BASU DAS

A SUBSTANTIAL CONCLUSION OF THE REGIONAL
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP)
negotiations by the end of 2018 is not impossible.
Speaking at the Asean Economic Ministers’ Meeting
in August, Singapore Prime Minister Lee Hsien
Loong said that RCEP talks have “reached a critical
stage”. After deliberations for more than five years,
“the possibility of substantively concluding RCEP
negotiation is finally in sight”.
To get a breakthrough in these talks, the
economic ministers of the 16 RCEP participating
countries met thrice this year. The intention was
to resolve deadlocks and secure crucial parts of
the negotiation, affirming political willingness to
finalise the deal for the Leaders’ Meet in November.
RCEP is key to instilling confidence in an open
and inclusive multilateral trading system. The
United States is attacking the liberal trading order by
adhering to an “America First” policy and instituting
higher tariffs against products imported from China,
India, Russia, Mexico, Canada and the European
Union. In retaliation, these countries are devising
protectionist measures to curb American imports
in their economies. The US administration has also
been criticising the World Trade Organisation as a
useless institution.
RCEP is useful as it establishes an alternative
trade path in the face of a possible fully fledged
trade war with the US. The Trump administration,
for instance, can potentially inflict punitive trade
sanctions against Japan, which accounts for 12
per cent of the US’ overall trade deficit. Japan’s car
industry is particularly vulnerable as the sector
makes up about 80 per cent of the total deficit.
In this situation, RCEP countries can provide an
alternative destination for the car manufacturer. Asia
is the third-largest destination for Japan’s car exports,
accounting for around 13 per cent of the total.
Moreover, in case of a long-drawn trade war
between the US and China, trade and investment rules
in the RCEP agreement can facilitate reconfiguration
and relocation of production lines from being more
China- or US-centric to other RCEP members. Asean
countries will then be in an advantageous position as
the Asean Economic Community, with a robust and
efficient regulatory environment around trade, will
provide opportunities for anchoring supply chains
within the region.
RCEP is often rhetorically cited as the twin of
the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). Since their
inception, both are seen as mega-regionals to
serve the interests of advanced and developing

Comparing RCEP, AEC and TPP
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Asean and its regional trade partners
• Nominal GDP (2015): 32% of world markets
• Population (2015): 48% of world total
• Merchandise trade (2011): 28% of world total
• Status: Members are trying to conclude negotiations by end of 2018
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Economic Community of South-east Asian countries
• Nominal GDP (2015): 3.1% of world markets
• Population (2015): 8.8% of world total
• Merchandise trade (2011): 6.5% of world total
• Status: The community was formed in December, 2015
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With the US, it would have been one of the world’s largest trade deals
• Nominal GDP (2015): 30% of world markets
• Population (2015): 9.4% of world total
• Merchandise trade (2011): 21% of world total
• Status: Japan wants to lead the 11-country pact, sans the US. But there is talk that the US
might reverse its policy on TPP.

Source: PRESENTATION BY MR IMAN PAMBAGYO, DIRECTOR GENERAL
FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS, INDONESIA
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Concluding
the RCEP
negotiations
is a way to
showcase that,
irrespective of
the headwinds,
Asian
economies are
eager to work
together on
international
cooperation for
better welfare
of the region’s
businesses and
people.

countries. While TPP survived the onslaught of
US’ withdrawal from the deal and emerged as the
Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for
Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), RCEP is yet to
perform its part.
RCEP is crucial for developing economies to deliver
an Asia-centric trading architecture, consolidating
existing smaller deals and streamlining rules and
regulations across borders. This is important to
facilitate manufacturing activities in Asia, many
of which are anchored around China, and include
India that has immense economic potential going
forward.
Despite its value to various stakeholders, it is a
bridge too far to expect that RCEP will be a truly
multilateral trade agreement that will address several,
if not all, of the 21st century economic issues.

DIVERSE BACKGROUNDS
RCEP comprises 16 member economies with
diverse economic backgrounds. While countries
such as Singapore or Thailand, with long–standing
open economies, are more agreeable to liberalisation,
other relatively closed ones like Indonesia and India
can make market access negotiations difficult.
Australia, New Zealand and Japan, being part of
CPTPP, can demand a high-quality agreement, which
does not bode well with Asean’s accommodating
approach of trade negotiation.
Moreover, large trade deficits with China by
a number of participating countries could result
in an adverse impact on small businesses and
employment prospects of importing countries.
National elections in India and Indonesia next year
don’t help either.
Hence, trade-offs are inevitable for a substantial
conclusion of RCEP negotiation this year. For
example, in trade in goods, one may find different
tiers of tariff concession. While Asean countries may
demand a common tariff concession schedule from
their non-Asean partners, the non-Asean members
may settle for different tariff configurations with
each other. Services liberalisation may cover aspects
of movement of professionals, but subject to several

The writer is lead researcher
for economic affairs at the
Asean Studies Centre of
Iseas - Yusof Ishak Institute.
The article was first published
in The Business Times, a sister
paper of The Straits Times.
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THE PROMISE OF RCEP
• The 16-nation Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership agreement will create
the world’s largest free trade agreement.
• The countries involved account for about
half the world’s population, 30 per cent
of global GDP and over a quarter of world
exports.
• RCEP promises to bring China and Japan
into a common circle of trade, unlike the TPP.

conditions. This implies that RCEP could be better
than the existing five Asean+1 FTAs (free-trade
agreements), but it will still fall short of the best
solution. Traders have to continue to navigate
around many rules, particularly while doing
business among non-Asean members.
Apart from market access, RCEP will set a
pathway for Asia-wide trade-related issues. It will
set direction to modernise customs procedures. It
will factor in new trends like e-commerce and will
pay attention to its supply-chain operations. For
the first time at Asean level, RCEP will talk about
cooperation around government procurement.
It will also articulate ways to provide technical
assistance to less developed Asean members and
will take an inclusive approach towards SMEs (small
and medium-sized enterprises) for their effective
participation in regional economic activities.
Hence, as one moves towards the end of 2018,
expectations will be high for a substantive conclusion
of RCEP negotiation. It will be a commendable
achievement for Asean, and for others it will be a
triumph against odds of diverse economic interests
and risks in global trade. Indeed, concluding the RCEP
negotiations is a way to showcase that, irrespective
of the headwinds, Asian economies are eager to work
together on international cooperation for better
welfare of the region’s businesses and people.

Trade Briefs
CPTPP to go into force
in December

Singapore, EU ink
landmark FTA

An ambitious agreement
set to strengthen trade
and investment flows
across the Pacific amid
a climate of rising
protectionism will go into
effect at the end of next
month.
Australia became the
sixth country to ratify
the Comprehensive and
Progressive Agreement for
Trans-Pacific Partnership
(CPTPP) in October, joining
Singapore, Canada, Japan,
Mexico and New Zealand.
Canberra’s ratification
means the treaty, which
will enter into force on Dec
30, has been ratified by a
majority of members.
“Our ratification means
we are guaranteeing
maximum benefits for our
farmers and businesses,”
Australian Prime Minister
Scott Morrison and Trade
Minister Simon Birmingham
said in a statement, adding
that the deal would see
annual benefits of up to
A$15.6 billion (S$15.3 billion)
to the national economy
by 2030.
Vietnam is expected
to ratify the deal in
November. Brunei, Chile
and Peru are expected to
follow suit.

HONG KONG - A multibillion-dollar bridge connecting the
semi-autonomous regions of Hong Kong and Macau with the
southern Chinese city of Zhuhai was inaugurated in October, a
decade after construction began in 2009.
With China-United States trade tensions casting a pall over
business sentiments in China, most residents and business
people in Zhuhai and Macau anticipate that the 55km bridge will
help boost the local economy. But they believe it will take some
years before the economic benefits start trickling down.

BRUSSELS - Singapore and
the European Union have
inked a landmark trade
agreement, hailing it as a
signal of their commitment
to open trade and its
potential to benefit their
people.
Prime Minister Lee
Hsien Loong signed the
EU-Singapore Free Trade
Agreement (FTA) alongside
European Council President
Donald Tusk, Austrian
Chancellor Sebastian Kurz
– whose country holds the
rotating EU presidency –
and European Commission
President Jean-Claude
Juncker on the sidelines of
the Asia-Europe Meeting
(Asem) Summit in Brussels, in
October.
European leaders have
described the deal as a
symbol of their commitment
to free trade and its potential
to benefit their people at a
time when protectionism is
on the rise. They also see it
as a pathfinder to a wider
FTA with Asean.

– The Straits Times

– The Straits Times

– The Straits Times

PHOTO: AFP

Connecting Hong Kong, Macau and China

Investment boom in South-east Asia
MANILA - South-east Asia is seeing a boom in foreign direct investment (FDI) as the intensifying
trade war between the US and China prompts companies to shift production to the region.
Vietnam saw manufacturing inflows jump 18 per cent in the first nine months of 2018, driven by
investments including a US$1.2 billion polypropylene production project by South Korea’s Hyosung
Corp, according to a Maybank Kim Eng Research note.
In January to July, Thailand’s net FDI rose 53 per cent from a year earlier to US$7.6 billion, with
manufacturing inflows surging almost five times, according to central bank data. In the Philippines,
net FDI into manufacturing surged to US$861 million in the same period from US$144 million a
year earlier.
– Bloomberg

ST ILLUSTRATION: MIKE M DIZON
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Asean framework on cyber
security in the works
Singapore to spend S$30m over 5 years on new regional
cyber-security centre to boost defence against online threats
HARIZ BAHARUDIN
Journalist

harizbah@sph.com.sg

ST ILLUSTRATION: MANNY FRANCISCO

ASEAN WILL WORK TOWARDS A RULES-BASED
international framework on cyber security,
and Singapore will continue to lead eﬀorts to
bolster the region’s cyber defences, Minister for
Communications and Information S. Iswaran has
announced.
Chairing the Asean Ministerial Conference on
Cybersecurity (AMCC) in September, Mr Iswaran,
who is also Minister-in-charge of Cyber Security,
said all 10 Asean states agree that this rules-based
approach would give the region conﬁdence to better
deal with cyberthreats.
Recognising that a rules-based cyberspace would
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allow for economic progress and better living
standards, the AMCC also agreed to subscribe in
principle to 11 voluntary norms recommended in
the 2015 Report of the United Nations Group of
Governmental Experts on Developments in the
Field of Information and Telecommunications in
the Context of International Security.
“Singapore and all the Asean member states
subscribed to the fact that we need a rules-based
cyber-security environment, in order to foster
conﬁdence and build relationships that can
engender mutual trust and eﬀectively deal with
challenges,” Mr Iswaran added.

The AMCC is a non-formal platform for leaders
from Asean member states to discuss what can be
done to strengthen cyber security in the region.
According to the Cyber Security Agency of
Singapore (CSA), Asean ministers noted that the
Republic will propose a formal Asean cyber-security
mechanism to discuss cyber diplomacy, policy and
operational issues.
They were following up on directions given by
the Asean leaders at the 32nd Asean Summit in
April to better coordinate regional cyber-security
eﬀorts.
While this mechanism is being considered, CSA
said, AMCC should continue to serve as the interim
Asean platform for cyber security.
Addressing the media at the Singapore
International Cyber Week press conference at the
Marina Bay Sands Convention Centre where he
wrapped up the AMCC, Mr Iswaran said Singapore
is committed to leading eﬀorts to deepen Asean’s
cyber capabilities and enhance the region’s ability
to respond to emerging global cyber threats.
He held up the recently announced AseanSingapore Cybersecurity Centre of Excellence as
an example of this.
Over the next ﬁve years, Singapore will spend
$30 million to fully fund the centre, which is due
to be launched in the second quarter of next year.
This centre, said Mr Iswaran, will train national

Computer Emergency Response Teams (Certs) in
the region.
It will also promote open-source information
sharing among such teams of experts who can
respond to cyber-security incidents.
To be located in CSA’s premises in Maxwell Road,
the centre will have three key roles.
Besides training Cert teams, it will function as a
cyber think-tank and provide virtual cyber-defence
training for all Asean states.
Mr Iswaran said the centre has to align cyber
diplomacy eﬀorts with operational issues.
“We believe that this alignment will facilitate
coordination towards a uniﬁed Asean perspective,
so that we can better secure our collective regional
interests at international platforms,” he said.
Asean will work with global partners beyond the
region to study best practices and glean lessons that
can be implemented here.
Countries such as Australia, Canada and the
United States have indicated interest in developing
and delivering programmes for the centre, Mr
Iswaran said.
He also announced that a separate annual
training programme will be introduced by CSA and
the United Nations Oﬃce for Disarmament Aﬀairs.
The programme will see director-level representatives
for key domains being invited to attend cyber-policy
scenario planning workshops.

Securing Asean’s digital future
Member states are ramping up efforts to strengthen
the region’s cyber defence capabilities

ESTHER TEO

CYBER THREATS DO NOT RESPECT NATIONAL
boundaries and the repercussions and spillover
effects can spread far beyond our region given the
interconnectedness of our increasingly digitalised
world.
With Asean touted as the world’s fastest growing
Internet region, it is worrying that there are clear
gaps in cyber security in this region.
Consultancy firm AT Kearney recently reported
that last year, Asean countries collectively spent just
US$1.9 billion (S$2.61 billion) or 0.06 per cent of
its gross domestic product on cyber security — half
the global average of 0.13 per cent.
Cyberterrorism, cyber fraud and identity theft are
among some of the biggest threats facing Asean’s
digital economy.

According to Minister-in-charge of Cyber Security
Mr S. Iswaran, there is a need for Singapore to
foster close relationships with Asean counterparts
to build up regional cyber capacity and cooperation
in cyber security.
“The many conversations and discussions among
Asean Member States have given us much progress
to strengthen our coordination on cyber policy,
cyber-security initiatives and capacity-building
efforts. This will enable us to project a unified Asean
voice internationally and advance our regional
perspectives,” he said.
Professor Lam Kwok Yan, Professor of Computer
Science, School of Computer Science and Engineering
and Programme Chair (Secure Community), Graduate
College at Nanyang Technological University, shares
the view that Asean countries need to boost their
cyber-security competencies, particularly in view of
the diverse landscape which exists today.
He said: “In fact, even within the same country,
different industry sectors adopt different risk

We believe that
this alignment
will facilitate
coordination
towards a
unified Asean
perspective,
so that we can
better secure
our collective
regional
interests at
international
platforms.
– Mr S. Iswaran,
Minister for
Communications
and Information, on
the need for the
Asean-Singapore
Cybersecurity Centre
of Excellence to
align diplomacy
efforts with
operational issues.
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appetites to cyber security.”
“Thus, it is necessary that we deepen our efforts to
develop a uniform level of cyber capacity across the
different Asean countries, and to create a regional
cyber-security framework to achieve Security-byDesign, exchange of cyber threat intelligence and
enhanced collaborative efforts in responding to
cyber attacks,” he adds.
In addition to business as usual, Prof Lam says
that it is important to look into research and
development on strategic issues – for example,
cyber resilience, which develops techniques that
allow information systems to work properly in the
face of cyber threats.
He said: “In cyber security, the technology
lifecycle is very short – anything that can potentially
be used to defend or attack will be exploited almost
immediately.”

FACILITATING REGIONAL COLLABORATION
Singapore has started the ball rolling. This
year marks the 3rd Singapore International Cyber
Week (SICW) and Asean Ministerial Conference
of Cybersecurity (AMCC), that brought together
international policy makers, industry leaders and
academics to discuss common issues aimed at
raising the level of regional capacity and cooperation
in cybersecurity.
At SICW, Deputy Prime Minister Teo Chee Hean
said the Republic will set up an Asean-Singapore
Cybersecurity Centre of Excellence to strengthen
Asean members’ cyber strategy development,

ST ILLUSTRATION:
MANNY FRANCISCO
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legislation and research capabilities.
The centre will expand on the existing Asean Cyber
Capacity Programme (ACCP), a $10 million investment
that Singapore made in 2016 to build cyber capabilities
for officials from Asean member states, involving
governments, industry and academic partners.
The centre will also train national Computer
Emergency Response Teams (Certs) in the region,
and promote Cert-to-Cert open-source information
sharing.
“Cyberthreats are global threats. No country can
tackle these emerging cyberthreats on its own,” said
Mr Teo, who is also the coordinating Minister for
National Security.
“We need to work together to strengthen our
collective resilience against such threats.”
To date, more than 140 director-level officials
from Asean Member States have already participated
in the ACCP workshops.
Mr David Koh, Chief Executive of the Cyber
Security Agency of Singapore (CSA), said: “Singapore
has set aside S$1.5 million to build technical
capability among incident responders and operators
in the Asean region and we will also partner the
industry to run an Asean Cyber Security Industrial
Attachment Programme (CS-IAP), to offer training
opportunities in Singapore for candidates from
Asean countries.”
Singapore is also a sponsor of CyberGreen,
a global initiative aimed at raising awareness of
cyber health and potential vulnerabilities within
countries’ borders, as well as preventive actions
countries can take to deal with potential risks and
vulnerabilities.
Earlier this year, Asean leaders had issued a
statement on cyber-security cooperation during
the 32nd Asean Summit in a bid to address the
borderless threat.
In the statement, they tasked Asean Member States
to closely consider and submit recommendations
on feasible options of coordinating cyber-security
policy, diplomacy, cooperation, technical and
capacity-building efforts so that Asean’s efforts are
focused, effective and coordinated holistically on
this important cross-cutting issue.
Mr Koh says: “This statement shows that,
despite the inherent differences, Asean Member
States recognise the need for greater cross-sectoral
coordination of regional cyber-security efforts and
are committed to working together to address this.”
H.E. Md Shah Nuri, Chief Executive of Malaysia’s
National Cyber Security Agency, said: “There is
good collaboration in cyber security in various
communities among the Asean Member States,
and we recognise that cyber security is a crossborder issue and that it must be tackled through
concerted efforts.”
Some of these efforts include the conduct of the
annual Asean Cert Incident Drill (ACID) which is
aimed at strengthening coordination among Certs
in Asean and dialogue partners.

Visitors trying out virtual reality goggles at the FireEye
booth at the Singapore International Cyber Week in
Singapore, in September. PHOTO: ALPHONSUS CHERN

ACID tests the coordination amongst the
incident response teams and their incident response
procedures. Singapore has convened ACID since
2006.
“We can grow stronger only if we help each
other in building capacity to support the domestic
requirements for cyber-security professionals,
raising awareness among the domestic users on
cyber threats and the importance of practising cyber
hygiene, as well as harmonising legal frameworks to
expedite cooperation among the law-enforcement
agencies in resolving cybercrimes,” he adds.
Countries outside Asean have also leaned forward
to collaborate with Asean partners to drive cyber
security initiatives.
Japan has been strengthening cooperation among
Asean Regional Forum (ARF) member countries,
through the ARF-ISM (Inter-Sessional Meeting)
on Security of and in the Use of Information and
Communications Technologies (ICTs), which was
jointly set up with Singapore and Malaysia in August
last year.
The ambassador in charge of Cyber Policy, Masato

Otaka from Japan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, said
the country has a decade-long history of cooperation
with Asean nations under the framework of the
Asean-Japan Cybersecurity Policy Meeting.
Also noteworthy is its Asean-Japan Cybersecurity
Capacity Building Centre in collaboration with the
Thai government, as well as the training plan for ICS
(Industrial Cyber Security) for Asia-Pacific Region by
the US Department of Homeland Security and Japan’s
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry this year.
Dr Tobias Feakin, Ambassador for Cyber
Affairs, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade,
Australia, said engaging with Asean and the broader
international community to strengthen collective
cyber security is a key objective for Australia.
To that end, Australia is working with its Asean
partners to apply international law to cyber space,
implement responsible state behaviour, develop
confidence and coordinate initiatives.
Funding for Australia’s Cyber Cooperation
Program has been increased from A$4 million
(S$3.93 million) to A$14 million (S$13.75 million)
over four years starting this year.
It has co-hosted cyber workshops with partners
including Asean, on risk reduction, cyber security
and cybercrime, as well as international law and
norms in cyberspace.
These initiatives bode well for the region, yet much
more needs to be done, given the sheer scale of cyber
security threats and the significant challenges that
states face including capacity constraints.
Mr Koh said: “Ensuring cyber security is an
ongoing battle. The perpetrators are constantly
developing new techniques and are on a constant
lookout for weaknesses.
At the same time, growth in technology and
e-commerce has made tackling cyber issues more
forward.”

Ensuring cyber
security is
an ongoing
battle. The
perpetrators
are constantly
developing new
techniques
and are on
a constant
lookout for
weaknesses.
– Mr David Koh,
Chief Executive of
the Cyber Security
Agency of Singapore
(CSA).

CSA’s game plan to boost cyber security
The game plan to boost cyber security is becoming clear
following measures taken after the SingHealth data breach.
SINGAPORE’S CYBER-SECURITY MACHINERY HAS
been going into overdrive since July 10, when the
Cyber Security Agency (CSA) of Singapore received
alerts of a massive breach at the SingHealth cluster
of public hospitals.
Billed as the nation’s worst attack that
compromised the private data of 1.5 million
SingHealth patients, including the medical
prescriptions of Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong,
the incursion took place on the systems managed
by Integrated Health Information Systems, the
technology arm of public hospitals.
The high-level CSA, formed in April 2015 under

the Prime Minister’s Office, has kicked into high
gear since then, leading forensic investigations to
piece together the identity of the cyber attackers,
believed to be state-sponsored.
The forensic evidence collected is key to a series
of Committee of Inquiry hearings that would
conclude by the end of the year. The first hearing
took place in private in the interest of national
security.
CSA’s role is also very much a strategic one, being
the central agency that directs and coordinates
public- and private-sector efforts to keep the
lights on for essential services such as those in

IRENE THAM
Senior Tech
Correspondent

itham@sph.com.sg
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the healthcare, banking and info-comm sectors.
The SingHealth data leak has put the spotlight
on and made it more urgent for CSA to step up
its work. For example, under the newly passed
Cybersecurity Act, it needs to establish protocols to
protect the computer systems of critical information
infrastructure (CII), even though the regime will
be in force only from the beginning of next year.
Under the Act, CII firms must ensure the security
of their systems and report cyber attacks within
hours, among other obligations. They must also
comply with any directions issued by CSA to tighten
the security of their processes and systems.
The 11 sectors that fall under this regime are:
aviation, healthcare, land transport, maritime,
media, security and emergency, water, banking and
finance, energy, info-comm and the Government
itself.
But just how will CSA work with the myriad
companies in these CII sectors? And what are
businesses in these sectors supposed to do to beef up
cyber security? These are questions being asked by
many people in the wake of the SingHealth breach.

And if data needs to be transferred to an
untrusted external network, such as a supplier’s
system or the public Internet, CSA has prescribed
the use of “uni-directional gateways”. These
gateways allow data to flow in only one way,
thus preventing unwitting data leaks. If two-way
communication with an untrusted network is
needed, such as for the delivery of online banking
or healthcare services, then “secure information
gateway” must be installed.
Secure information gateways are a suite of
sophisticated solutions that include firewall,
encryption and advanced persistent threat
protection.
While the instructions have already been given to
all CII owners, many firms are still waiting to clarify
definitions, such as what an untrusted network
is, and dive deep into specific business scenarios
where any of CSA’s three prescriptions would apply.
One concern is that the prescribed gateways
might slow down network traffic and affect the
delivery of online services.

PROTOCOLS FOLLOWING AN ATTACK

Delays and uncertainty notwithstanding, CSA
believes it is more effective and less onerous for it
to communicate via sector regulators rather than
directly to CII owners.
First, the process is in harmony with the unique
role of regulators here: They do not just regulate
but also promote innovation in their respective
sectors. Moreover, some regulators have their own
technology guidelines, which must be reconciled
with CSA’s instructions.
Take banking and finance. The Monetary
Authority of Singapore (MAS), the regulator of
financial institutions, has its own Technology Risk
Management Guidelines, which are a set of broad
principles for all financial institutions to minimise
the risk of fraud, data leaks, service disruptions and
service slowdowns.
While most of the major banks here already
have secure information gateways installed, it is
understood that the same cannot be said of all
insurance and stockbroking firms.
Many insurance and stockbroking firms may need
to incur extra expenses in installing the prescribed
gateways and upgrading their computers to avoid a
slowdown in online services. In such cases, MAS’
role in providing detailed guidance becomes critical.
The global spread of the WannaCry ransomware
in May last year that crippled factories and railway
operations around the world shows that laxity exists
in many parts of the world.
“Computers used in industrial control systems
typically lag behind in the security patch installation
cycle,” said Mr Sujith Panikkar, Germany-based
cyber-security specialist HIMA’s director of
consulting in the Asia-Pacific.
Even if critical infrastructure is cut off from
untrusted networks, there is still the human factor.

CSA’s response to SingHealth’s breach has shed
more light on how CII owners will be engaged
following a major cyber attack.
For one, CSA does not talk directly to the CII
owners, many of whom are presumed to know if
they are to be included in the CII framework when
the Cybersecurity Act comes into force.
Instead, CSA works through the regulators in
the 11 sectors to ensure compliance with a soonto-be-issued Cyber-security Code of Practice, which
contains baseline safeguards for critical systems, or
other new measures.
On Aug 3, two weeks after SingHealth patients’
data leak was made known to Singaporeans, three
new measures were swiftly rolled out. Specifically,
all CII owners were instructed – via their regulators
– to remove links to “untrusted” external networks.

本地三大网络袭击类别
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网站被涂鸦
恶意软件入侵

2016年

2017年

1750个

2040个

超过60个黑客指挥

约750个黑客指挥

WORKING THROUGH SECTOR REGULATORS

The
cyber
attack

Between June 27 and July 4, cyber attackers stole the personal
data of 1.5 million SingHealth patients and the medical
prescriptions of 160,000 people, including Prime Minister
Lee Hsien Loong. Here is the route they took to access
SingHealth’s electronic medical records (EMR) database.
1 INITIAL ENTRY
• Through a phishing e-mail on

Aug 23 last year, the attackers
installed malware on an end-user
workstation at Singapore General
Hospital (SGH).
• They then signalled an overseas
server that they were in.

3 DATABASE ENTRY
• The attackers secured credentials from

another Citrix server at the Healthcare Data
Centre to gain access to the EMR database.
• Armed with these credentials,
they entered the database on
June 26 from a Citrix server
at SGH.

4 DATABASE ACCESS
• From June 27 to July 4, the attackers

MOVEMENT AND

2 GAINING PRIVILEGE
• After lying low for four months,

Administrator
login

the attackers started moving
around the network by remotely
controlling the infected
workstation to spread the
malware to other computers
between December last year
and May this year.
• They then used an
administrator account to log
into Citrix servers at the SGH,
helped by a weak password.

accessed the personal data of 1.5 million
SingHealth patients and the medical
prescriptions of 160,000 people.
• On July 4, an Integrated Health Information
Systems (IHiS) database administrator noticed
suspicious activities and stopped them. Other
attempts made that day were also stopped.

5 DATA EXFILTRATION
• The data accessed was copied to an

overseas server. On July 13, IHiS simulated
the attackers’ activities and found out the
data they had made off with.
• Database logs showed that no data
had been changed or deleted.
• On July 19, the attackers tried to hack into
the network again but were stopped.

Source: CYBER SECURITY AGENCY OF SINGAPORE STRAITS TIMES GRAPHICS

Case in point: In 2010, the Stuxnet worm,
designed by the United States and Israel, made its
way into Iran’s Natanz facility and infected specific
industrial control systems through an infected
USB drive. The malware quickly propagated and
temporarily crippled Iran’s nuclear programme,
though computer screens showed nothing amiss.
Second, by working closely with sector regulators
in Singapore, there are opportunities to streamline
the auditing process – to reduce audit fatigue and
rising costs associated with rising cyber risks.
US-based professional services firm Duff &
Phelps has estimated that financial institutions’
regulatory costs could more than double by 2022.
Its survey of 183 senior staff at asset managers,
brokers and banks in the US found that firms
could spend 10 per cent of their total revenue on
regulatory compliance by 2022, from 4 per cent
last year.
To reduce such costs, CSA is working with sector
regulators to allow CII owners to submit one audit
report to both agencies.
The Cybersecurity Act requires CII owners to
conduct an audit once every two years and risk
assessment once every year.

ST understands that the CSA is working
with the sector regulators to harmonise cybersecurity requirements with their existing sectoral
requirements to avoid duplicate obligations.

LOOKING AHEAD
It is clear that CSA has a plan. Sector regulators,
too, have their plans. While CSA and the regulators
show singleness of purpose following the SingHealth
patients’ data breach, communication with CII
owners can certainly be improved.
Having earlier conversations with CII owners
in ironing out the details of new cyber-security
measures may be necessary to build confidence
and reduce uncertainty.
Regular conversations with other stakeholders,
such as private-sector cyber-security experts, will
also help to strength overall readiness.
As Mr Aloysius Cheang, Asia-Pacific executive
vice-president of the Centre for Strategic Cyberspace
+ Security Science, a London-based think-tank, said:
“The industry is an important stakeholder as part of
the cyber-security ecosystem and should be allowed
to participate actively in improving the way we do
things.”

CSA’s role is
also very much
a strategic
one, being the
central agency
that directs and
coordinates
public- and
private-sector
efforts to keep
the lights on
for essential
services such
as those in the
healthcare,
banking and
info-comm
sectors.
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Special Report

A Reef in Peril
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They have survived for millions of years, but the highly adaptable coral reefs are
now under pressure like never before – and Man is to blame. Rapid warming from
climate change is the top threat and, unless mankind drastically cuts fossil fuel
emissions, the reefs of tomorrow will look very different. Is there hope yet for
these rich ecosystems or has time run out? The Straits Times visited Australia’s
Great Barrier Reef to find out. Here’s a report:
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THEY ARE THE RAINFORESTS OF THE SEA: VAST,
multi-layered underwater towers brimming with
brightly coloured fish, turtles and many other
species set in an azure sea.
Coral reefs are among the most diverse, complex
and vital ecosystems on the planet. They occupy
only about 0.2 per cent of the ocean floor, yet are
home to a quarter of all marine life. Reefs, though,
are far from just pretty tourist attractions. These
giant structures act as barriers, breaking up powerful
waves and protecting coastal towns and cities from
storm surges and beach erosion.
Globally, more than 500 million people depend
on coral reefs for food, income and coastal
protection, according to the US National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration. Many of these
people are in South-east Asia, which has some of
the largest and most diverse reefs on the planet.
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef is the largest of
them all. It is the world’s largest living structure
and covers an area roughly the size of Japan. It
directly supports 64,000 jobs and generates about
A$6.4 billion (S$6.3 billion) for the economy each
year. More than two million people visit it annually,
including several hundred thousand visitors from
Asia.

500 million

Number of people worldwide who depend on coral
reefs for food, income and coastal protection,
according to the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration.
But the reef, like many others around the world,
is in trouble and mankind is to blame.
Climate change is now the No. 1 threat to reefs
around the world, many of which have already been
damaged from water pollution, over-fishing and
storms. In the coming decades, coral reefs risk losing
much of their rich species diversity, unable to cope
with rising sea temperatures and the increasing
acidity from growing amounts of carbon dioxide
(CO2) being absorbed by the oceans.
That extra CO2 comes from burning fossil fuels
such as coal, oil and gas, and is heating up the
planet. Oceans soak up most of that heat but, as
a consequence, they are getting warmer at a rate
far faster than ever before. Most coral species are
struggling to adapt because they are very sensitive
to abrupt and extreme changes in sea temperatures.
“The current global climate change trajectory
puts all coral reefs in deep, deep trouble. We’re in
a bad place now, we’re heading to a very, very bad
place,” said Dr David Wachenfeld, chief scientist
for the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority,
the Australian government agency tasked with
managing the reef.
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The bottom line? Greenhouse gas emissions
from industry, transport, power generation and
agriculture need to be cut drastically and soon.
“The window to act strongly enough is forever
closing and we have to take advantage of the time
we have. This is it,” Dr Wachenfeld told The Straits
Times in Townsville, in the far north of Queensland
state.
His message mirrors the recent stark warning by
the United Nations climate panel, which said coral
reefs were expected to decline a further 70 to 90
per cent if global temperatures rise 1.5 deg C. A 2
deg C rise above pre-industrial levels would pretty
much wipe out all corals.
Because of their sensitivity to higher
temperatures, coral reefs have become the front
line of climate change, where the impacts are stark,
devastating and deeply worrying.
The world has already warmed 1 deg C since the
start of the industrial age and emissions reduction
pledges by governments under the 2015 Paris
climate pact put the world on track to warm at
least 3 deg C. That’s far above the Paris target of
“well below 2 deg C” agreed by nearly 200 nations.
“Humans are changing the climate much, much
faster than has ever happened naturally, and so
natural processes of adaptation and evolution can’t
keep up and that’s why we’re seeing these incredible
impacts,” Dr Wachenfeld said.
Those impacts are intense bleaching episodes in
which large areas of the Great Barrier Reef turned
white and died. During the summer of 2016 and
again last year, weeks of exceptionally high sea
temperatures scorched the northern and central
parts of the reef, killing up to half of all shallowwater corals along a stretch more than 1,000km
long.
Coral growth records from coral cores going back
at least 400 years show the Great Barrier Reef had
never suffered severe bleaching like this. In fact, the
first recorded bleaching episode was only in 1982.
The 2016-17 bleaching episode on the Great
Barrier Reef shocked many people for its scale and
intensity, said Dr Wachenfeld.
Other scientists and tour operators said the
same thing and it has led to a dramatic shift in
understanding the reef ’s vulnerability and the need
for stronger steps to protect it.
The crisis has also piled pressure on the
Australian government to take stronger action to
cut greenhouse gas emissions and end support for
coal mining in Queensland. Burning coal is the
single-largest source of CO2 and Australia is a top
global coal exporter, with plans to build more coal
mines in Queensland.
“It doesn’t matter where we burn the coal,” said
Mr David Cazzulino, a Cairns-based campaigner
for the Australian Marine Conservation Society.
“It affects the Great Barrier Reef,” he added,
because the carbon emissions go into the
atmosphere. “So people across the world can take
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64,000

Number of jobs
the Great Barrier
Reef directly
supports,
generating some
A$6.4 billion
(S$6.3 billion)
for the economy
each year.

action to protect the reef by pushing for policies in
their own countries.”
The Straits Times made two trips to sections of
the outer reef near Cairns and Port Douglas and saw
a mix of healthy corals and sections damaged or
dead from bleaching, with many large plate corals
a stark grey among a mix of hard and colourful soft
corals that survived.
Also among the survivors: young corals that lived
through the bleaching.
“That’s the good-news story,” explained tour boat
operator John Edmondson, a marine biologist, as he
surfaced during a visit out to Opal Reef about 50km
off Port Douglas in northern Queensland. During a
dive, he pointed out young corals that survived, as
well as many corals, such as large branching ones,
that had died. The Great Barrier Reef is certainly in
trouble, he added, but it is far from dead.
“Luckily the bleaching events have been patchy
enough that you’ve still got really good places to
show people,” said Mr Edmondson.
“The hopeful side is that there are juvenile
corals – there are corals still growing. The reefs are
a resilient system and there is potential for it to
recover and come back substantially,” he told The
Straits Times.
What it needs most is time. And time is not on
the Great Barrier Reef ’s side.
It can take a decade or more for reefs to recover
from a major bleaching episode because of the slow
rate at which corals grow. But coral scientists and tour
operators now live in fear of the next bleaching event,
which is becoming more intense and more frequent.

70%-90%

Expected decline in coral reefs if global temperatures
rise 1.5 deg C. A 2 deg C rise above pre-industrial
levels would pretty much wipe out all corals.
And it’s not just bleaching that is a major threat.
For the Great Barrier Reef, more powerful storms
that smash individual reefs, ocean acidity, water
pollution, over-fishing and infestations of coraleating crown-of-thorns starfish all cause damage
and hurt the reef ’s ability to recover.
Worse still, the Great Barrier Reef was already
under severe pressure before the 2016-17 heatwaves.
According to the government’s Australian
Institute of Marine Science, the reef lost half its
coral cover between 1985 and 2012 from storm
damage, crown-of-thorns starfish and bleaching.
But it was the 2016-17 event that truly changed
the reef forever, said Professor Terry Hughes, one of
Australia’s leading coral scientists and director of the
Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence
for Coral Reef Studies at James Cook University in
Townsville.
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His team carried out detailed aerial surveys along
the Great Barrier Reef after the 2016 bleaching,
estimating that 30 per cent of shallow-water
corals died during 2016, mainly in the northern
and central sections. The following year, another
20 per cent died.
During an interview with The Straits Times
in Townsville, he explained the reef ’s species
composition has changed, favouring tougher corals
better able to withstand the spike in temperatures.
But as a consequence, some older corals – those that
have been around for 50 to 100 years – died out.
And those older corals will never be replaced
because the coming bleaching events, expected
within years, won’t give the more vulnerable species
enough time to recover and grow to that age.
“I’m often asked if there would be a Great Barrier
Reef in 50 or 100 years’ time. And the answer is yes,
but it would be a very different system. The mix of
species would be different,” he said.
Prof Hughes has been a passionate campaigner
for the reef, having studied it for two decades,
and regularly takes to Twitter lambasting the
government for what he describes as a conflict of
interest – the need for coal mining and gas royalties
versus the responsibility to preserve and protect
the reef.
Conservationists also accuse the government
of hypocrisy.
Prof Hughes says it is not too late to cut
greenhouse gas emissions and says everyone needs
to act. “It’s shocking that one in two corals in the
Great Barrier Reef has died in little over two years.
We want people to know that and we want people
to take action.”
One source of hope is the reef ’s immense size,
stretching for 2,300km, and natural ability to adapt.
Scientists are also looking at ways of breeding
heat-tolerant corals from the north and placing
these in the southern portion, which escaped the
2016-17 bleaching. The government is also ramping
up funding to improve water quality and increase
the culling of crown-of-thorns starfish.
But the big question now is whether this will
make a major difference. The signs aren’t good.
Global greenhouse gas emissions rose last year
and the pace of UN climate negotiations is being
criticised for being too slow, while extreme weather
seems to only be increasing in intensity.
The current Australian government under Prime
Minister Scott Morrison is also sidestepping calls
for stronger climate action and, therefore, failing
to set an example to the rest of the world.
For Dr Wachenfeld, perhaps the best way to
protect the reef is to simply go and see it. The reef,
he says, has a powerful effect on visitors.
“I think it’s critical for people to see what an
absolutely inspiring place it still is. And that gives
me hope because I don’t think humanity is ready
to give up on something that is that awe-inspiring
and inspirational.”

Plans to safeguard Singapore’s reefs
IT IS EASY TO SEE THE IMPACT OF CLIMATE
change on coral reefs in crystal clear waters.
In places such as Australia’s Great Barrier Reef,
where visibility can stretch beyond 10m, corals
bleached of colour stand out like wounds in an
otherwise colourful underwater garden.
But in sedimented waters like those surrounding
Singapore, the sight of dying corals is easier to miss.
Bleaching occurs when abnormally high sea
surface temperatures cause corals to expel the
symbiotic algae living in them, turning the corals
white and depriving them of a key source of nutrition.
Prolonged bleaching could result in the corals dying.
With global warming linked to rising sea surface
temperatures, bleaching is likely to continue posing
a major threat to corals around the world.
Those in Singapore have already been affected by
three major bleaching incidents in 1998, 2010 and
2016, with the most recent bleaching episode the
longest on record, stretching from June to December
that year.
All three were El Nino years, referring to the
weather phenomenon associated with hot and dry
weather in this part of the world.
But the National Parks Board (NParks), custodian
of Singapore’s rich marine life, is taking steps to
safeguard the Republic’s underwater natural
heritage.
NParks’ strategies for dealing with the coral
bleaching threat include monitoring local corals’
response to bleaching and safeguarding locally
rare species by moving them into controlled

environments or deeper waters with stronger
currents. Such waters could help reduce ultraviolet
damage to bleached corals, and the stronger currents
could provide a richer source of zooplankton for
corals to feed on as well, said NParks.
NParks has already moved four species of corals,
including the Gardineroseris planulata and the
Plesiastrea versipora, to the Sisters’ Islands off the
southern coast of Singapore, and is monitoring their
progress.
Another key feature of the national effort to
ensure the long-term sustainability of corals in
Singapore is to increase the number of individuals
of each coral species.
This is done through NParks programmes such
as Plant-A-Coral, Seed-A-Reef. With a donation,
organisations or individuals can “plant” a coral
fragment, or sponsor artificial structures on which
marine organisms can grow.
Dr Karenne Tun, director for the coastal and
marine division of NParks’ National Biodiversity
Centre, said: “This would (boost) the genetic
diversity of each species, thereby strengthening their
survival capabilities during extreme conditions.”
In May this year, industrial developer JTC and
NParks also announced that they will be creating an
artificial reef habitat in the Sisters’ Islands Marine
Park in partnership with the local marine research
and interest-group communities.
This will be done by pre-fabricating artificial reef
structures off-site and sinking them into the waters
to add additional reef areas to the marine park.

AUDREY TAN
Correspondent

audreyt@sph.com.sg

Ms Dayna Cheah taking
photos of bleached corals
at the Sisters’ Islands
on June 23, 2016. To aid
in the corals’ recovery,
NParks closed the dive
trails at the Sisters’ Island
Marine Park for six months
to minimise additional
stress to the corals.
PHOTO: LIM YAOHUI
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Travel

World’s longest non-stop flight
KARAMJIT KAUR
Senior Aviation
Correspondent

karam@sph.com.sg
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NEWARK, NEW JERSEY – It took one sunrise and
two nights to get passengers from Singapore to New
Jersey on a non-stop flight over the North Pole.
Singapore Airlines Flight SQ22 landed at Newark
Liberty International Airport at 5.29am (US Eastern
time) on Friday (Oct 12), 17 hours and 52 minutes
after it took off from Changi Airport on Thursday
night.
New technology has made planes more fuelefficient, prompting airlines like SIA, Qantas and
Qatar Airways to launch ultra-long-haul services.
SIA’s Singapore-Newark service, which uses the
Airbus 350-900ULR, is currently the world’s longest
commercial flight at 16,700km.
Qatar previously held the title with its AucklandDoha flight, which covers a distance of 14,536km
in about 17 hours 40 min.
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SIA may not be able to hang on to the title for
too long, though.
Qantas has challenged aircraft manufacturers
Airbus and Boeing to build a plane that can fly
non-stop from Australia to the US – a more than
20-hour journey.
Ultra-long-haul flights that easily cut about four
to six hours of flying time – a big deal especially
for those on work trips – is gaining traction among
airlines and their customers.
Analysts said SIA made a sound business move in
reinstating non-stop services to the US. The airline
launched a new service to San Francisco in 2016,
and revived its Newark and Los Angeles routes – the
latter will start on Nov 2.
Ms Corrine Png, chief executive of transport
research firm Crucial Perspective, noted that the

Americas currently account for 14 per cent of SIA’s
revenues, down from 20 per cent in 2013.
She said SIA had lost high-yielding business
traffic when operating trans-Pacific connecting
flights, which opened the airline to a lot more
competition.
“We expect Singapore Airlines to regain market
share, especially in the premium travel market,”
she added.
Whether ultra-long-haul operations are
sustainable will depend to a large extent on fuel
prices, analysts said.
Aviation expert Shukor Yusof from Endau
Analytics said: “The main difference now is SQ
has an aircraft that’s completely suitable for this
task, the A350-900ULR. It’s very versatile and fuelefficient.”
But he warned that higher jet fuel costs – more
than US$100 per barrel – could negate the ultralong-range aircraft’s advantage. Prices are currently
averaging just below that mark.
The other question is whether there is enough
of a premium market to make it work, he added.
SIA’s A350-900ULR comes with 67 seats in
busines class and 94 in premium economy.

Centre for Aviation analyst Brendan Sobie pointed
out that SIA has been offering low initial fares on its
US non-stop routes – below $1,500 for a return ticket.
While it is still early days, he said there will be
questions on whether the routes will be profitable
for SIA, given the intense competition in the
Singapore-US market, rising fuel prices and the
large number of premium seats to fill.
Mr Campbell Wilson, SIA’s senior vice-president
(sales and marketing) said the promotional fares are
meant to introduce the new service to the broader
community.
“People should look at this as a great opportunity
to experience a brand new aircraft, a brand new
product, a non-stop service to the other side at a
very competitive price.”
Passengers on the inaugural flight to Newark
gave it two thumbs up.
Dr Lakshmi Manjunath, 36, who travelled with
her husband and 14-month-old son in the premium
economy cabin, said: “He (her son) does not usually
take well to flights but it’s been good. We got a
separate seat for him so that helped as well. This
aircraft feels more spacious and it’s really been a
comfortable flight.”

New technology
has made
planes more
fuel-efficient,
prompting
airlines like
SIA, Qantas and
Qatar Airways
to launch
ultra-long-haul
services.
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Making it smooth for travellers
Sit back, rest
and relax
• 200 extra hours of

Newly designed premium economy seats

• Personal reading lights
with adjustable brightness

movies and other in-flight
entertainment choices
on top of the more than
1,000 hours currently.

• Comfortable
armrests

• Two pillows, instead

• Large
seat
pockets

of one, for business
class travellers.

• Premium economy
travellers get new eye
shades that are more
plush and comfortable,
plus a facial mist in the
lavatories.
• New cabin lighting with
play of red, orange and
yellow tones to induce
sleep, and white and blue
lights to get everyone up.

• Sturdy
one piece
pull-out
meal trays

• Water
bottle
holders
• Footrest

Eat and drink
• New menu with healthier and lighter meal

options, with specially picked ingredients to
minimise gas and indigestion.

• More choices of cooling, refreshing and
thirst-quenching drinks for hydration. This
could include coconut juice.
• A wide range of snacks.
• Travellers will get three meals and snacks

in between.

*Not actual menu

It’s a long flight, so remember...
• Sitting for too

long can cause a
pooling of blood in
the legs which, in
turn, can lead to
DVT or deep vein
thrombosis. In some
cases, the clot may
break off and
become lodged in
the lungs, causing
chest pain and
shortness of breath.

• To minimise the risk
of DVT and other
medical issues, stay
hydrated and avoid
caffeine and alcohol.
Do frequent leg
exercises by moving
around the cabin, for
example.
• Wear loose and
comfortable clothing.
• Make sure luggage
and bags do not
restrict leg and feet
movements.

Blood clot makes
its way to the
heart and lungs
Blood clot

Leg swelling
right below
the clot

PHOTOS: AIRBUS, SIA TEXT: KARAMJIT KAUR STRAITS TIMES GRAPHICS
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Asia Focus

China’s robot revolution

Robots may soon be
ubiquitous in China,
with the country’s
push to increase their
production and use.

The country is making strides in the field of robotics
and accompanying technologies such as AI

PHOTO: VCG

A SMALL CROWD HAS GATHERED AROUND
Ms Feng Zhulin’s stall at the Smart China Expo in
Chongqing, craning their necks to catch a glimpse
of the spherical object she is holding aloft.
It is a robot called Zhiban. Questions about the
volleyball-size machine come quickly.
Zhiban – which means knowledgeable buddy –
can sing, have simple conversations with children
in English and read them text messages from their
parents, among other things, responds Ms Feng.
“Many parents are too busy to attend to their kids
these days, so they see this as an investment,” said
Ms Feng of the 800 yuan (S$160) robot. “There will
be more and more robots like this next time, this is
the future,” she told The Straits Times
Service robots such as Zhiban are a burgeoning
industry in China, driven by a large and ageing
population demanding robots that can do
everything from cleaning homes to keeping the
elderly company.
The market in China for such robots amounted

DANSON CHEONG

to 12.2 billion yuan last year, roughly a tenth of
the overall market which was valued at 120 billion
yuan last year.
There are three broad categories of robots –
service robots, special robots and industrial robots.
Special robots refer to those that perform niche
functions such as disaster rescue or bomb disposal.
A report released last month by Chinese tech
company Hit Robot Group (HRG) and the China
Institute of Science and Technology Evaluation
estimates that the market for service robots alone
will more than double by 2020, reaching 26.9 billion
yuan.
“The Chinese service robot market is in an
exploration stage and companies are deepening
their understanding of applications for various
scenarios,” said the report.
There is a mind-boggling variety of robots
available.
Last month’s expo in Chongqing was opened
by a throng of dancing robots and the conference

China Correspondent

dansonc@sph.com.sg
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Robots at the City
Social Welfare Centre in
Hangzhou. China is in
a big hurry to develop
its robotics capabilities
because of an ageing
population and a slowing
birth rate.
PHOTO: EPA-EFE

venue was patrolled by autonomous robots that the
public could approach for directions.
Mr Zhen Ao, sales manager for robot-maker
Roobo, which makes a range of educational robots,
said such robots were slowly becoming more
mainstream.
“Last year, we would sell maybe 20 robots at one
exhibition like this, but now at similar events, we
sell 70 to 80 in a day,” he said, adding that most of
his customers were young parents.
Chinese President Xi Jinping called for a “robot
revolution” in 2014 and Beijing has since invested
heavily in robotics and accompanying technologies
like automation and artificial intelligence (AI).

12.2b yuan

Value of the market for service robots in China last
year, roughly one tenth of the overall market which
was valued at 120 billion yuan.
These come under the “Made in China 2025”
industrial strategy, that aims to make the country –
home to tech giants Alibaba and Tencent – a world
leader in these key technologies.
Mr Xin Guobin, China’s vice-minister of industry,
calls the robotics industry a “jewel in the crown for
the manufacturing industry” and a new frontier for
the country’s industrial revolution.
The Chinese government has also rolled out
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a plan to develop the industry, attract foreign
investment and push robotics applications to a
wider range of fields, including defence.
Domestic firms such as Siasun and DJI have
grown rapidly, while others have acquired foreign
robotics makers. China’s Midea group paid US$5
billion (S$6.8 billion) for German firm Kuka in 2016.
Ordinary Chinese are also taking a growing
interest in robotics. At the recent expo in
Chongqing, the largest crowds were often found
at robot exhibits.
Construction engineer Xu Dechan, 34, summed
up the Chinese sentiment: “If these robots can help
my children in the future, then why not?”
Experts say factors such as favourable policies
and a sizeable talent pool have led to the rapid
expansion of the robotics industry, which according
to official data has been growing at a rate of 30 per
cent annually for the past five years.
In 2016, China captured 31 per cent of the global
market for industrial robots. Its goal is to have
Chinese-made robots make up more than half of
the global market share by 2020.
That means 100,000 industrial robots and
counting.
Commenting on China’s industrial upgrading
process, Assistant Professor Weng Yueh-Hsuan of
Tohoku University’s Frontier Research Institute for
Interdisciplinary Sciences said: “If this is successful,
China can become one of the global leading robotics
countries in innovation.”
Time, however, is not on China’s side. Beijing
is in a big hurry to develop its robotics capabilities

because it is facing a ticking demographic time
bomb, said Professor Xiong Yu, a scholar from
Northumbria University.
Faced with an ageing population and a slowing
birthrate, the world’s second-largest economy has
to come to terms with a shrinking demographic
dividend.
Many labour-intensive enterprises now face a
shortage of workers; labour costs have doubled
within the last decade.
“As labour costs increase, there is enormous
demand for the use of robots, particularly in
manufacturing,” said Prof Xiong.
A recent report, Human Capital Investment In
The AI Era: Future Challenges And Coping Strategies
In The Chinese Job Market, jointly released by
the China Development Research Foundation
and Sequoia China, found that robots are already
replacing human labour in provinces including
Jiangsu, Zhejiang and Guangdong.
The country purchased 141,000 industrial robots
last year, up 58 per cent from the year before,
reported the state-run China Daily in July. The
majority were from overseas.
Mr Luo Jun, chief executive of the International
Robotics and Intelligent Equipment Industry
Alliance, told The Straits Times:”Many industries in
China are still very labour-intensive. As the pace of
industrialisation intensifies, the pace of automation
will also increase.”
China has a robot density of 88, meaning
it has that number of robots for every 10,000
manufacturing workers – this metric is a yardstick
for a country’s level of automation.
In contrast, Singapore, ranked second in the
world, has a robot density of 488. South Korea
is first, with 631, according to figures from the
International Federation of Robotics.

TAKING OVER THE WORLD?
Experts say China’s robots are still a long way
from world domination.

A “police” robot on the streets in China. PHOTO: EPA-EFE

KeeKo the robot at a kindergarten in Hebei. It can play
games with children, dance, sing, read stories, have a
conversation with young pupils and even do mathematics.
The robot has the intelligence level of a five-year-old child.
PHOTO: EPA-EFE

“The robotics industry as a whole is still taking
its first steps... if you look at the United States, its
manufacturing and industry are all at the highest
level; for China to outpace it in 10 years, that’s not
possible,” Mr Luo said.
Prof Weng also pointed out that while robotics
makers in the US and Japan usually develop their
products based on market demand, Chinese product
development is usually tied to the availability of
policy subsidies.
“We cannot say this is bad, this top-down
approach can sometimes effectively guide
newcomers entering the market,”he said.
But he added that this could also lead to subsidy
fraud, where product makers churn out low-quality
products to get government subsidies, citing as an
example electric vehicle makers that used cheaper
and lower-quality batteries than otherwise stated
in order to obtain subsidies from the government.
“The more fundamental issue should be how
we can promote quality engineering and create a
healthy culture of ensuring the quality of the devices
we make,” he said.
The HRG report also flagged that Chinese robot
makers still depended on core components from
abroad.
With the Sino-US trade war showing no signs of
abating, it could put a spanner in the works for the
Chinese robotics industry as the export of some key
technologies to China has been prohibited.
Prof Xiong said this illustrates the need for
China to boost cooperation with other countries
even though its own large 1.3 billion population is a
ready market to test, develop and sell new robotics
products.
“China must keep an open attitude and protect
the intellectual property of others, so they would
be willing to work with us,” he said.

Many parents
are too busy
to attend to
their kids these
days, so they
see this as an
investment.
There will be
more and more
robots like
this, this is the
future.
– Ms Feng Zhulin,
who was running a
stall selling service
robot Zhiban at the
Smart China Expo in
Chongqing. Zhiban
can sing, have simple
conversations with
children in English
and read them text
messages from their
parents.
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fascinating
things
about Asean
countries

Ten countries, several ethnicities, dozens of fables, scores of cultural
symbols, hundreds of places to visit and thousands of delicacies to relish
– diversity flourishes across this region of over 630 million people.
Here are some interesting facts about the regional grouping’s members.
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Cambodia
6. Khmer architecture is modern

A ceremony being held
at the Throne Hall of the
Istana Nurul Iman in 2012.
The 1,788-room complex,
spanning 120ha, is the
world’s largest residential
palace and also Brunei’s
seat of government. PHOTO:
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Brunei
1. Why the name Brunei?
Local legend has it that the first settlers landed
near the Brunei River and found an abundance of
water and fish. One proclaimed “baru nah!”, which
loosely means “now we found it”, and, over time
became Brunei.

2. A palace fit for any king
The 1,788-room Istana Nurul Iman, spanning
a mind-boggling 120ha, is the world’s largest
residential palace, housing the Prime Minister’s
Office and the seat of the government of Brunei. It
also has a mosque that can hold 1,500 people, five
swimming pools and even a helipad.

3. Venice of the East
Hospitals, petrol stations and even mosques on stilts
might surprise those passing by Kampong Ayer, or
the Water Village, along the banks of Brunei River.
About 300,000 people live there, and their village
has been on stilts for 1,300 years.

4. Water or petrol? The latter is cheaper
While many associate crude oil as a product of other
regions, crude oil and natural gas production account
for 65 per cent of the gross domestic product and
95 per cent of the exports. It costs more to buy a
1½-litre bottle of drinking water (S$1, or 67 cents
a litre) than a litre of petrol (52 Singapore cents),
according to some reports.
Cambodia, famed for its
Angkor temple sites in
Siem Reap, also boasts
New Khmer Architecture
masterpieces that still
remain today, including
Phnom Penh’s Olympic
Stadium and Chaktomuk
Conference Hall.
PHOTO: ANIL MATHEW
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5. A first for many
Maziah Mahusin (left) had the honour of being
the country’s first woman athlete to represent her
country at the Olympics. In 2012’s London Olympics,
Maziah represented Brunei in the women’s 400m
race. Despite not being the fastest runner, it did
not take away from the pride of being a pioneer
for women in sports.
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French-educated Cambodian architect Van
Molyvann led a profound period of architectural
change between Cambodia’s independence in 1953
and 1975, during which he combined elements
of the modernism of the 1950s and 1960s with
traditional Khmer elements to create Khmer
architecture. These elements included the use of
new construction material or reinforced concrete
and the elevation of buildings on stilts. The
monuments, commissioned under King Norodom
Sihanouk’s patronage, celebrate independence
and symbolise hopes for a modern future. While
many have been torn down, some New Khmer
Architecture masterpieces remain, including
Phnom Penh’s Olympic Stadium, the Chaktomuk
Conference Hall, the Royal University of Phnom
Penh and the Cambodiana Hotel.

7. Global leader in gourmet pepper
On Cambodia’s southern coast, Kampot province’s
mineral-rich red earth and salty coastal winds create
exceptional growing conditions for pepper. The red,
green and white varieties are the favourite of chefs
worldwide, particularly red, which is used in France
for pastry. Last year, the European Union gave
pepper from Kampot province its seal of approval
with the “protected geographical indication” status,
putting it in the same ranks as champagne, Parma
ham, Gorgonzola cheese and more.

8. Once Asean’s rock ‘n’ roll capital
In the 1960s, Phnom Penh was the swinging centre
of South-east Asia thanks to home-grown rock
bands and pop singers who embraced the era’s surfer
and psychedelic sounds. Many artists were later
killed under the Khmer Rouge, but musicians and
film-makers in recent years have renewed interest
in the era, with the 2015 documentary Don’t Think
I’ve Forgotten, for instance.

9. The reversing river
A lake named Tonle Sap in Cambodia has a reversing
river every monsoon season, with waters flowing
upstream back into it. This is caused by an increase
in water volume from the Mekong river in the
monsoon season, which exceeds the river’s ability
to empty into the sea. This water then flows into
adjacent tributaries, resulting in the reversed flow of
the river. Residents have made this annual flooding
a part of life, harvesting carp and catfish stranded
in small pools of water.

10. Pangolin rehab centre
The rare and shy pangolin is the only known
mammal with scales. These nocturnal animals live
off a diet of ants and termites, which they catch with
tongues that can be longer than their bodies. They
are one of the most trafficked animals in the world.
An estimated 100,000 pangolins are captured every
year, and they are killed for their meat and scales.
The Pangolin Rehabilitation Centre was opened near
Phnom Penh in 2012 to protect those no longer able
to get by in the wild.

12. Teen-love movie series still draws
crowds
Ada Apa Dengan Cinta? is one of Indonesia‘s most
watched movies and marked the re-awakening
of the movie industry in Indonesia at the turn
of the century. Produced by Miles Films in 2002,
the coming-of-age teen movie brought the public
back to the cinemas and the film stayed on screen
for months. Its sequel, released in February last
year, saw most of the cast return. Producer Mira
Lesmana hopes to complete the finale, Ada Apa
Dengan Cinta? 3, in the next few years.

13. Durian hot spot

Indonesia
11. Heard of Chicken Church?
Hidden on Punthuk Setembu hill in Magelang, a
few hours’ drive from Yogyakarta, is an abandoned
prayer house built in the shape of a crested dove.
Thousands have been flocking to see the building
after it was featured in the box-office romantic hit
drama Ada Apa Dengan Cinta? 2. The spot used
to be a well-kept secret where photographers got
an overview of Borobudur Temple, but now offers
tourists an Instagram moment at sunrise.

Jakarta may be known as the Big Durian, but the
King of Fruit is the tourism icon of Medan, in North
Sumatra. The city has several 24-hour durian stalls,
but one – Durian Ucok – stands out and draws
tourists from all over the region. The stall will
replace your durian free of charge if it does not
taste right.

14. Indonesians speak Esperanto
The language, created by Polish physician L.L.
Zamenhof in 1887 to encourage people from
different countries to talk to one another, is spoken
in many parts of Indonesia. Until the 1960s, a club
of Esperantists published bulletins and translated
books and novels to spread the use of the language.
A movement to widen its use has been more
noticeable since 2004.

15. Largest gold mine
The Grasberg mine in remote Papua is said to be the
largest gold mine in the world. It was discovered by
accident in 1936 by Dutch geologist Jean Jacques
Dozy. He set out to scale the region’s highest glacial
peak and discovered an interesting rock with green
streaks, which was found to have high amounts
of copper and gold. A company called Freeport
Sulphur proceeded to develop the area for mining.
While the mine has brought great wealth to these
corporations, there is increasing concern about
the welfare of the Papuans. Indonesian President
Joko Widodo has hastened development efforts and
initiated a series of massive infrastructure projects.

Chicken Church (above) in
Magelang is an abandoned
prayer house shaped like a
crested dove.
PHOTO: THE JAKARTA POST
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Alms-giving
early in the
morning in
Luang Prabang
(Laos) province
is a fascinating
activity for
visitors, who get
up very early
to gather along
the roadside
with rice, food
and sweets to
give to passing
monks.

Laos
16. Find one of the world’s top Buddhist
monuments
Originally built in the third century at the same
time Vientiane was established, That Luang stupa
is the symbol of Laos. It was built to house the
bones of Lord Buddha, but the original structure was
renovated on the orders of King Saysetthathirath
when he moved the Lao capital from Luang Prabang
to Vientiane in 1560. The stupa is one of the world’s
must-see Buddhist monuments.

17. Plain of Jars
Mystery still surrounds the origins of the stone
vessels at the Plain of Jars. While some believe the
jars were built to store human remains, others
theorise they were used to boil liquid during
the Khoun Cheuang period in the sixth century.
Jar Site 1 is the more popular of the two sites in
Xieng Khouang province. The site counts 331 jars,
including the largest single jar, said to have been
the victory cup of Khoun Cheuang who, according
to local legend, liberated the local people from
oppressive rulers.

18. Morning alms
Alms-giving early in the morning in Luang Prabang
province is a fascinating activity for visitors, who
get up very early to gather along the roadside with
rice, food and sweets to give to passing monks.

19. One of the world’s most-bombed
countries
Laos is regarded as one of the world’s most-bombed
countries, with the United States dropping more
than 270 million cluster bombs on it between
December 1964 and March 1973. This number
is equivalent to dropping a full plane cargo load
every eight minutes, 24 hours a day, for nine years,
according to the World Atlas.
That Luang stupa was
built to house the bones
of Lord Buddha, but the
original structure was
renovated when the Lao
capital moved from Luang
Prabang to Vientiane in
1560. PHOTOS: PHOONSAB
THEVONGSA

20. Asean’s geological wonder
A huge cave in Konglor village in Khounkham
district, Khammouane province, attracts thousands
of visitors. The Konglor Cave is about 7.5km in
length – the longest in the country – and 80m to
100m wide.

Malaysia’s agrarian history is carefully curated in the
country’s premier padi museum – and only the fourth
padi museum in the world after Japan, Germany and the
Philippines – located in Kedah. PHOTO: THE STAR/ASIA NEWS
NETWORK

Malaysia
21. Catch world’s biggest flower at Gunung
Gading
Mount Kinabalu in Sabah comes to mind at the
mention of “mountains” and “Malaysia”. But the
Gunung Gading National Park in neighbouring
Sarawak also warrants a visit. The mountain, named
after the legendary Princess Gading (a guardian of
three mountain peaks), is touted as one of the best
places in the region to see a Rafflesia in bloom. It
is said to be the largest and most beautiful flower
in the world. Home to a range of wildlife, the park
has three nature trails.

22. ‘Rice’ and shine at Kedah Paddy
Museum
Malaysia’s agrarian history is carefully curated in
the country’s premier padi museum – and only
the fourth padi museum in the world after Japan,
Germany and the Philippines. Located in Kedah,
the country’s “rice bowl state”, this three-storey
building features exhibitions on padi cultivation
in Malaysia and around the world.

23. Food-for-thought artist
“Eye candy” would probably best represent what
Malaysian food artist Samantha Lee does. A busy
mother of young children, Ms Lee started devising
all sorts of quirky lunch box meals for her children to
encourage them to eat well, fashioning scenes from
fairy tales like Little Red Riding Hood and cartoons
like SpongeBob SquarePants from food. Ms Lee has
over 700,000 followers on her Instagram account
@leesamantha and has been featured on E! Online
and The Rachael Ray Show.

24. Jungle Bird cocktail
Rum, Campari, lime juice, pineapple juice and syrup
– these simple ingredients make up the Jungle Bird,
an internationally renowned classic cocktail that
was created in Kuala Lumpur. Concocted in 1978 in
the Aviary Bar at the old KL Hilton, every cocktail
bar in KL worth its salt (and bitters) knows how
to serve it.
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25. Cutting-edge gaming connection
Malaysians are used to seeing local gamers compete
in eSports tournaments around the world, but how
many know that there is a local connection to the
gaming equipment they use? The all-Malaysian arm
of Taiwanese company Pixart Imaging Inc designed
the most important component in popular gaming
mice such as the Logitech G502 and G900, as well
as Razer’s Deathadder and Abyssus – the optical
sensor that gives them the sheer accuracy needed
for gaming.

Myanmar

29. Top collection of Buddhist mural
paintings
The Lokahteikpan Temple, in Bagan, is said to have
the best collection of Buddhist mural paintings in
South-east Asia. These were discovered as recently
as 1958. The murals emphasise educating people on
Theravada Buddhism. They depict the Eight Scenes
of the Buddha.

30. Not just a ball game
Chinlone is perhaps the country’s most famous
traditional sport. Players in teams of six pass the
ball back and forth using their feet, knees and heads
as they walk around a circle. A player goes into the
middle alone and creates a dance of different moves.
There is no scoring in chinlone – players are judged
on how beautifully they play the game.

26. Catch the pya zat before it’s gone
Pya zat, Myanmar’s traditional drama, is on the verge
of extinction due to the influence of foreign cultures.
The modern form of pya zat emerged in the late
British colonial period with films. The shows that
used to last three hours are now down to two and
are performed mostly in rural areas. From preaching
morality, these shows now dwell on laughing away
the stresses of daily life.

27. A breathtaking cave in an amazing
landscape
The Saddan cave, one of the biggest in Myanmar, is
dotted with several images of Buddha. It takes about
20 minutes to cross the cave, if the bats do not deter
you, and the exit opens into a lake, offering a view
of a landscape that will enchant you.

28. A spot to remember a romantic legend
Than Daung Gyi, in Kayin state, a four- to six-hour
train ride from Yangon, is best known as the place
of Myanmar Christians. It is also famous for the
legend of Prince Saw Thaw Oh Khwa and Princess
Naw Bu Baw, who were deeply in love. Though they
got married, the prince’s side did not like Princess
Naw Bu Baw as they thought she was a witch. After
the prince died in battle, she was imprisoned in
a rock cavern and eventually died. Local people
believe their spirits still wander hand in hand
through forests.

Philippines
31. Island in a lake on an island in a lake
While Vulcan Point may no longer be the largest
specimen of its kind, it is still a marvel of nature to
experience. Vulcan Point is an island in a lake on an
island in a bigger lake. The lake surrounding Vulcan
Point, Taal Lake, is a volcanic one formed after
eruptions sealed the water body. After centuries
of rainfall, it slowly desalinated and become host
to a plethora of species that slowly adapted to the
change in the salinity of the water. The volcano
holding all of this, the Taal Volcano, is the secondmost-active volcano in the Philippines.

Vulcan Point is an island
in Taal Lake, a crater lake
in Taal Volcano, which, in
turn, sits on a larger lake.
The volcano is the secondmost-active one in the
Philippines.
PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES

32. Mammal with largest eye-to-body ratio
The Philippine tarsier has the largest mammal
eyes, in terms of ratio to the body, according to the
Guinness Book of World Records. The diminutive
animal is also one of the smallest primates in the
world, ranging from 8.5cm to 16cm in height.
Despite its small frame, the skull houses a pair of
eyes that are 1.6cm in diameter. As a result, its
eyes are unable to turn in their sockets. A special

The Saddan cave, one of
the biggest in Myanmar,
is dotted with several
images of Buddha. It takes
about 20 minutes to cross
the cave and the exit
opens into a lake, offering
a view of a landscape that
will enchant you.
PHOTO: ELEVEN MEDIA
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adaptation allows its neck to turn 180 degrees in
either direction. Furthermore, its eyes can dilate
almost completely in poor light conditions, allowing
the tarsier to see at night.

33. Mother of all pearls
The former holder of this accolade, the Pearl of Lao
Tzu, was also from the Philippines. The current titleholder, the 34kg Puerto Princesa pearl, was kept
under its owner’s bed for more than 10 years. It was
only when he moved to another part of the province
that it came to light – when the man handed the
pearl to his aunt, a tourism officer. The pearl was
then put on display as a tourist attraction at the
local town hall.

34. Patent for karaoke
While many are aware that the karaoke machine was
a Japanese invention, the patent is, in fact, held by
Filipino inventor Roberto del Rosario. He created
the Karaoke Sing-Along System in 1975, which
contributed to the spread of the trend. Although
the karaoke was created by Japanese musician
Daisuke Inoue a few years earlier, both men have
been credited as noteworthy in its history.

35. ‘Boondocks’ is Filipino
The expression “boondocks”, used to refer to isolated
places or the countryside, has roots in the Tagalog
word “bundok”, which means mountains. It is
believed that the word was adapted into English
by American soldiers.

37. Made up of more than 70 islands
Did you know that Singapore was actually made up
of more than 70 islands? The main island is about 42
km from west to east and about 23 km from north
to south. Some of the lesser known islands include
Pulau Satumu, which loosely translates to One Tree
Island, which houses the Raffles Lighthouse, which
was built in 1855 and Pulau Seking, which at less
than a kilometre long, is one of the smallest of
Singapore’s southern islands. And there’s also Pulau
Hantu, with “Hantu” the Malay word for ghost.

38. Home to the world’s youngest app
developer
The world’s youngest app developer, Mr Lim Ding
Wen, created his first app at nine in 2009. It is a
drawing app named Doodle Kids. Working from
an Apple IIGS computer, he wrote it in a few days,
before porting it for the iPhone and releasing it for
free on the App Store. He is now an aspiring game
developer with more than 20 apps under his belt.

39. Who is Old Chang Kee? The man behind
the name

Mr Lim Ding Wen, who
created his first app when
he was nine years old, now
has more than 20 apps to
his name.
ST FILE PHOTO

Singapore
36.The Lion city’s name was possibly
inspired by a tiger
Singapore’s Sanskrit name Singapura, which means
‘lion city’, is believed to have been given by Sang
Nila Utama, a SriWijayan prince from Palembang,
who spotted a beast when he landed on the island,
which was then called Temasek. But lions do not
exist on the island naturally and it is believed that
he could have mistaken the beast for a lion, when
it may have been a tiger, instead.
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There is no such person. The man behind the famous
snack chain is Hainanese immigrant Chang Chuan
Boo, who set up shop in 1956. He gained fame for
his curry puffs at a coffee shop near Rex Cinema.
Locals referred to the snacks as the “Rex Curry Puff ”.
The business was bought by Mr Han Keen Juan in
1986, who transformed the small shop in Mackenzie
Road to the chain of stores today. Old Chang Kee
was named one of the world’s 20 best fast-food
franchises by United States-based Travel & Leisure
Magazine in 2012.

40. Republic’s first fast-food outlet
For many Singaporeans living in the 1970s, their
first encounter with fast food was A&W (Allen &
Wright). It was the first fast-food chain to open
here, bringing in classics such as the Coney Dog,
curly fries and the eponymous root beer from the
US. A&W ceased its operations here in 2003.

Thailand
41. World’s smallest mammal
Weighing just 2g and measuring 29mm to 33mm
in length, Kitti’s hog-nosed bat (Craseonycteris
thonglongyai) is the world’s smallest bat species
and also arguably the world’s smallest mammal
species. First known to the world in 1974, the tiny
bat species lives in a handful of limestone caves
along rivers in Kanchanaburi province in western
Thailand, foraging for insects in the surrounding
forests. The colonies have around 100 bats per cave,
with females producing just one offspring annually.
Sadly, the bat – also known as the bumble bat – is
classified as being at risk of extinction.

42. Thailand’s national dish?

44. Bangkok’s ‘gourmet’ fresh market

Phat thai, also known as pad thai and literally
meaning “fried Thai style”, is a stir-fried rice noodle
dish, commonly cooked with eggs, tofu, shrimps,
tamarind pulp, shallots, chilli and fish sauce. For
many visitors, phat thai is their introduction to
Thai food and many consider it to be the country’s
national dish – although some might contend that
tom yum kung takes that honour. Yet, evidence
indicates that it is not even Thai. Bangkok-based
celebrity chef McDang, or Sirichalerm Svasti, said in
an interview that noodles and stir-frying – the two
main elements of phat thai – arrived in Thailand
with Chinese immigrants. He did note that the
sauces and pastes used are Thai. It turns out that
the dish was popularised by military strongman
Plaek Phibunsongkhram in the 1930s and 1940s
in an effort to create a “national dish” as part of his
programme of nationalism.

Most wet markets in Bangkok, or anywhere in
Thailand, are wet, smelly and crowded places where
hygiene and quality are not the top priorities. Not
so with Or Tor Kor Market (pronounced Aw Taw
Kaw), the Marketing Organisation for Farmers, in
northern Bangkok – right next to the world-famous
Chatuchak Market. The bright and airy market
recently ranked fourth in a 2017 CNN survey of the
top 10 best fresh markets in the world, alongside the
likes of La Boqueria in Barcelona, Tsukiji Fish Market
in Tokyo and Union Square Farmers Market in New
York City. While most of the fruit and vegetables
on display look noticeably superior to those found
elsewhere in Bangkok, they are also considerably
pricier.

43. Sombat Metanee, world’s most
prolific actor
Sombat Metanee is an 80-yearold legend of the Thai silver
screen who, for a time, was
recorded in the Guinness
Book of World Records
as the most prolific
movie star, performing
in an incredible 617
titles. Introduced to
the world of celluloid
in 1961, Sombat
gained popularity
for his good looks,
sculpted body and
sex appeal. During
his heyday in the 1960s and
1970s – the golden era of the
Thai film industry – he often worked on
several films at the same time, with almost the
same hairstyle in each role. Even today, he makes
occasional appearances in Thai films and TV soaps,
as well as TV commercials.

45. What’s in a nickname?
Unlike people from other nations, almost all Thais
have a nickname. Thais generally address their
family members, friends and colleagues by their
nicknames instead of their “official” names.
There are no specific rules on
how parents choose nicknames
for their children. Most likely, it
is just a favourite name and, as
a result, nicknames today are
immensely varied. Nicknames
based on the names of animals
are among the most popular,
such as Nok (meaning bird),
Kai (chicken), Moo (pig), Kung
(shrimp), Pla (fish), Kwang (deer),
Tao (turtle), Kob (frog), Ped (duck),
Mod (ant), Singhto (lion) and Norn
(worm). Some nicknames clearly
indicate the gender of the person, such
as Chai (male), Ying (female), Boy, Man and
Num (young man), while others suggest the
order of birth, for example, Ton (beginning), Neung
(first or number one), Yai (eldest), Lek (youngest)
and Nong (mostly youngest sister). Car brands like
Benz and Porsche have become popular nicknames
among boys.

Bright and airy, the Or
Tor Kor Market recently
ranked fourth in a CNN
survey of the top 10 best
fresh markets in the world.
PHOTO: THE NATION
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48. Only mosque in the north
The only mosque in northern Vietnam, named
Al-Noor Masjid (The Mosque of Light), is at 12
Hang Luoc Street in Hanoi’s Hoan Kiem District.
Over the past 100 years, the mosque has been the
destination for Vietnamese and foreign Muslim
worshippers. At the beginning of the 19th century,
Indian businessmen came to Vietnam and some
settled here. In 1885, they started building the AlNoor mosque, which is deeply influenced by Indian
architecture and culture. The mosque was officially
inaugurated in 1890.

49. Monopoly on squid eggs

Vietnam
46.Hands down a stunning walkway
In the mountains of central Vietnam, a colossal
pair of hands lifts a golden walkway high above
the clifftops, as if the mountain itself has sprouted
limbs. Cau Vang, or the Golden Bridge, in the Ba
Na Hills, near Da Nang city, has attracted scores
of tourists since it opened in June. The 150m-long
pedestrian walkway was designed by Ho Chi Minh
City-based company TA Landscape Architecture.
The glimmering structure sits at more than 1,000m
above sea level, offering tourists uninterrupted
views of the majestic landscape beneath.

47. An ethnic group facing extinction
For a long time, only men
were taught and allowed
to make ao dai, Vietnam’s
national dress, in Trach Xa
Village. PHOTO:
VNS PHOTO DOAN TUNG
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The Si La ethnic group is among those with the
fewest people in Vietnam. With a population that
does not exceed 1,000, the Si La people live mostly
in Muong Te District in the northern province of Lai
Chau and in Muong Nhe District in the northern
province of Dien Bien. The Si La people’s language
belongs to the Sino-Tibetan language family, but
its usage is dropping and the group has no written
language. Hundreds of years ago, the group’s
ancestors lived in Lhasa, the capital of today’s Tibet
Autonomous Region of the People’s Republic of
China. They then migrated to Laos before coming
to Vietnam. Men in the group used to dye their
teeth red, while women dyed their teeth black, but
that custom has died out. The costumes of the Si
La women are made with metal coins attached to
the chest. Their headscarves indicate their ages and
marital status. The Si La people customarily have
two wedding ceremonies. The second ceremony is
held one year after the first.
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Every coastal locality in Vietnam offers visitors
culinary gifts from the sea, but the southernmost
province of Ca Mau has a monopoly on squid eggs.
The province’s fishermen catch squid at night. The
haul is put on ice to keep it fresh. The next morning,
the eggs are taken out and the flesh is dried in the
sun. A popular squid egg dish involves mixing it
with duck eggs, minced pork and pig’s liver. The
mixture is flattened into small patties, which are
sun-dried and taken home. Squid eggs are a luxury
because for every 10 to 12kg of fresh squid, you get
only 1kg of eggs.

50. Underwater sea path
Located in Van Phong Bay (60km from Nha Trang
City in the central province of Khanh Hoa), Diep Son
Island is an increasingly attractive destination for
many visitors, drawn by its beaches and especially
its beautiful “underwater sea path” connecting two
islets. Depending on the time of the visit, the path
is either partially submerged in the crystal waters
(in the morning during high tide) or completely
dry and visible (in the afternoon during low tide).
The rustic island consists of three small separated
islets and is home to about 100 households who
use it as a base for fishing trips.

The Si La people are one of the smallest ethnic groups in
Vietnam – with only about 1,000 people.
PHOTO: VNS PHOTO XUAN TU

Entertainment

The fall of Fan Bingbing
While the Chinese A-list actress has apologised for evading
taxes, her three-month disappearance remains a mystery
and industry sources say her career will suffer
FOR THREE MONTHS, FAN BINGBING – ARGUABLY
China’s most high-proﬁle star – seemed to have
disappeared oﬀ the face of the earth.
There were no reports of any public appearances
and her once-active account on Weibo, China’s
version of Twitter, on which the actress has 63
million followers, suddenly went silent.
Conspiracy theories swirled: Was she under
house arrest? Did she escape the country?
Those questions were finally answered when she
resurfaced on social media making an abject apology
for a massive tax-evasion scandal that has made
headlines around the world and sent shockwaves
through the Chinese entertainment industry.
On Oct 3, it was announced that Fan, 37, and
her companies would be required to pay some 884
million yuan (S$178 million) in unpaid taxes and
fines – one of the country’s biggest tax-evasion
penalties in recent memory.
At the heart of the issue was the shady practice
known as “yin-yang contracts” – having one contract
spell out the actual payment, while submitting a
different one to the tax authorities to declare
less income.
As the actress noted in her apology:
I apologise sincerely to everyone... For a long
time, I adopted the practice of having
separate contracts to evade taxes on the
film Air Strike (2018) and some other
projects. I am deeply ashamed.”
She added that she had “lost selfdiscipline in the face of monetary
benefit”.
Her tax troubles started in May,
when Chinese television presenter Cui
Yongyuan posted pictures on Weibo
of the actress’ double contracts for
her upcoming film Cell Phone 2.
One contract indicated a salary
of US$1.6 million (S$2.2 million),
which would be reported for
tax purposes, while a second
document appeared to show
actual payment of US$7.8
million.
And while Fan’s case
is the most notorious
one of tax evasion,

observers say the use of yin-yang contracts has
been growing in China, across sectors from real
estate to sports.
While the actual scale of the yin-yang contract
problem is not clear, the impact that Fan’s scandal
has had on the Chinese movie industry has been
telling.
Until her sudden disappearance, the Chinese
movie business was booming, with top Chinese
stars making almost as much as their Hollywood
counterparts.
Since then, the South China Morning Post
reports that production work on many movies and
TV series has been put on hold.
In June, the Communist Party’s Central
Publicity Department and four other government
departments issued a directive that compensation
to performers must not exceed 40 per cent of total
production cost.
Leading actors also cannot be paid more than
70 per cent of total cast remuneration.
The industry should put “social benefit” first,
said the directive, adding that extravagant pay
and tax evasion have fuelled “money worship”
and twisted social values.
After Fan was fined, the State Administration
of Taxation said it would soon launch a new
campaign to regulate tax payment in the
film and TV industry.
Other observers say it is not simply the
crackdown that has had a chilling effect,
but also the circumstances surrounding it.
In particular, it remains unclear why
Fan disappeared or what happened to
her during the three months that were
unaccounted for.
Her case is reminiscent of that of
Liu Xiaoqing, who was jailed for a year
in 2002 for tax evasion. Once one of
China’s top actresses, Liu’s fame
never reached the same heights,
though she did resume acting.
Analysts say Fan’s tenure
at the apex of Chinese
show business is
over and her career
will never be the
same again.
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Artist Yayoi Kusama’s
installation titled My
Heart Is Dancing Into The
Universe is the centrepiece
of an exhibition in London,
which runs till December.
PHOTO: REUTERS

Big Picture

Going dotty over infinity
VISITORS CONTINUE TO MARVEL AT 89-YEAR-OLD
Japanese artist Yayoi Kusuma’s latest art installation
at the Victoria Miro gallery in London.
The installation piece, titled My Heart Is Dancing
Into The Universe, is the latest addition to Kusama’s
popular Infinity Mirrored Room series.
It is also part of her new exhibition, The Moving
Moment When I Went To The Universe, showing
at the gallery, featuring paintings and flower
sculptures, all with her iconic polka dots, giant
pumpkins and psychedelic colours.
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Meanwhile, interest in her life continues to grow.
The Japanese artist, who for the past 41 years
has lived voluntarily in a psychiatric hospital in
Tokyo, has had large-scale solo shows of her work
in Mexico City, Rio, Seoul, Taiwan and Chile, as well
as major touring exhibitions in the United States
and Europe, the Guardian reports.
Last year, the artist, who was penniless several
decades ago, opened her own five-storey gallery in
Tokyo. And now there’s also a documentary on her
life Kusuma: Infinity.
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